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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this study were to determine the ability

of

Indian and Metis students in grade nine to comprehend oral English; to
discover if a relationship existed between abilíty

to comprehend oral

English and the choice of academic courses chosen in grades ten

and

eleven; and further, to analyze the structure of the Cree language to
identify features of iË that create barriers to the comprehension of
oral English.
A standardízed test vras used to establish ability
Èo comprehend oral English.

of students

The test consisted of seventy-six items

and was administered to one hundred thirty-seven students.

Quartile

distributions were used to establish relationships between oral language
abíLity, promotions, drop-outs and course choices during grades nine,
ten and eleven. Basic structures of the Cree language were deËermined
and data developed were applied to an item analysis of errors in the

test of oral English abilitY.
The major findings of the study vrere as follows:

1. The ability

of Indian and Metis sEudenËs to comprehend oral

English r¿as such that few could learn adequaËely from the lecture method

of Ëeaching.
2. A significant relatíonship existed

beËween

abí1ity to

comPre-

hend oral English and success in an academic high school program.

3. A signif icant relationship existed

betr^reen

hend oral English and remaining in high school.

ability

to

comPre-

4. Línguistic differences between Cree and English r{ere a basic
cause of inability

of students to comprehend oral English at a sophis-

ticated 1evel.
The study indicated a need for the development r.of radically

different approaches Ëo English language sËudies in Frontier School
Divis ion

1148.
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CHAPTER

THE PROBLEI"I AND OUTLINE OF THE STUDY

The role of persons of mixed fndian and l,rihite blood formerly

ca1led half-breeds in Canada and now euphemistically referred to

as

Metis, has been an unhappy one. Unlike their half brothers, the registered Indians, the Metis had no paternal federal government to supply
their material needs, provide free education and administer tax free
land holdings which were theirs in perpetuity.
The Metis, largely settled in isolated areas of the pre-cambrian

shield, and often living in conjunction wíth Indian reserves or frontier
ftIhite set.tlements,

Tnrere

neither of Lrihite nor Indian society.

Classed by

the Whites as Indians and spurned by the Indians for being I^Ihite, the
Metis evolved their

o\^7n

society--a socieËy where all were received

and

were welcomed. Drifters from l^Ihite socieËy, Indians who had sold their

Treaty rights, all became a part of the MeËis society.
Most of the MeËis lived in unorganized territories
r.,7as

where there

no municípa1 government to turn to for trreliefrr when economic

depressions struck the settlements. They lived a hard life but a

pleËely free one--free even Ëo face starvation if their skill
traplines, fishing boats, hunting trails,

com-

on the

or as lumber¡acks, failed to

earn them a living.

Living in isolated areas and often close to Indian reserves
Metis began to adopt more and more of the Indian culture.

some

The language

of the Indians became theirs and though the surnames remained to indicate Scotlish, English or French ancesËry, more and more they

became

Indians in a cultural sense.
Some

Met.ís lived in closer proximity to tr\rhite settlements

and

their movement into that society varied with the region. In some areas
assimilation was rapid.

In others, racíal factors rùere more apparent

and the Metis were rejected.

Cut off from Indian society by distance

and from trrrhite society by prejudice, other Metis evolved as a separate

group. English usually became the language of everyday life but it

was

not standard English. It had a vocabulary predominanËly English but the
basic structure

r"ras

that of Algonkian, usually Cree or Saulteaux. In

sense they lived in a linguistic

a

no man's land.

In many of the isolated communities there l,üere no schools. fn
others Ëhe only school

r,ras

on the nearby Tndían reserve in which only

registered Indians vrere permítted to enro11.
Concern on the part of the Metis parents and the Manitoba govern-

ment brought about the creation of a Special Schools Branch ín L947 .
Under its Director, Bernard Grafton, there r¡rere established a number of

Special Schools in isolated areas. Being in unorganized territories
these schools had no tax base and rvere built,

staffed and administered

by the Department of Education. As the years progressed boËh parents
and government became dissatisfied because the smal1 village schools
ended at grade eight and students had no opportunity for further educa-

tion.
In 1965 the Manitoba Government established a residential high
school at Cranberry Portage where an abandoned air force training base
\¡ras converted

into residences and classrooms. A new school division,

Frontier School Division lÊ48, was created to administer the new resident,ial and the isolated elementary schools.
I{ithin the first

year it became apparent that the majority of

the children in Frontier Collegiate
high school instruction.

\.ùere

unable to benefit from normal

To solve the problem the curriculum

was

adapted, special reading classes organized, compulsory evening study

time ínstituted, and a great diversity of courses offered.

Atl of these

modified, but did not solve the problem.
It became obvÍous that much of the research done wiËh I^Ihite students \,ras not applicable to the problems in Frontier CollegiaËe. Research
among Indians \^zas more applícab1e

to Metis students but fndian students

ürere no more successful in high school.
r^rere

Tndian Affairs Branch schools

struggling r¿ith similar problems.

I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement of the Problem

As a consultant in the Curriculum Branch of the Department of
Education who visited Metis Schools and later as an admínistrator of

junior high school which each year had Indian and Metis students

a

enËer

as non residents at the grade nine level, the r¿riter had observed that

certain paËterns seemed to develop in students as they entered grade
nine:

1. The reading level was often below the norm but was usually
high enough to enable students to handle grade nine Ëextbooks with
difficulty.

4

2. Problems of social adjusLment were serious but some students
overcame them successfullY.

3.

Some

students who read well seemed to have difficulty

in

gaining meaning from the classroom lecËures of the teachers and litt1e
meaning from class discussions.

4. Those who could comprehend oral English and speak it well
\.rere more likely

to overcome their social adjustment problems.

5. Few sËudents \^rere doing well academically or adjusting
socially, who appeared to have serious weaknesses in their ability
comprehend
Was

as

to

oral English.
thís subjective judgment reliable?

Ëo methods

Tf so, did it give a clue

of educating grade nine studenËs at Frontier Collegiate

and similar schools? The problem was divided into four sub-problems:

1. I,,lhat is the abiliËy of students in grade nine at Frontier
Collegiate to comprehend oral English in comparison

Ëo

l^lhite students

in non Metis conmunities?
2. Inlhat is the relationship between ability

to comprehend oral

English and the choice of courses chosen in grade ten and eleven?
3. What unique features of the Algonkian languages creaËe
barriers to comprehending oral English?
4. What r¡ould be the significant aspects of a Program in oral
English in Front,ier Collegiate to remedy the inability

of Metis sËudents

to comprehend oral English?
Importance of the Study
The sEated purpose of Frontier School Divisíon ll4\ has been to

5

inculcate in its student body intellectual
as social skills,

which would fit

ski1ls and knowledge as well

the students to enter the dominant

society wiLh an educational background that would enable them to
on equal terms with graduates of any other high school. Metis

compete

conmun-

ities are no longer able to absorb all their young people in the traditional ways of earning a living.

To be integrated into the dominant

society Metis boys and girls must receive an education which,

upon

graduation from high school, a11ows them to compete for emplo)rment or

opportuníties in higher education. Unless this is achieved, Metis
people will fill

the ranks of the unskilled and unemployed rather than

making the contribution of which they are capable to the economic,

life of Manitoba.

culËura1 and intellectual

II.
Metis:

In this

DEFTNIT]ON OF

TERMS

study the term rrluletisrr refers to a person of

Indian and tr^ihite ancestry who had acknowledged it on information
requested on his test papers.

Indian:

In this study "Indian" refers to a person who has treaty

or equivalent rights under the revised Indian Act (1965), StatuËes of
Canada. (Tn the context of research studies done in the United States,
Indian refers to a person who has one-eighth Indian t'blood" and is
recognized as a member of an Indian Band by the United States DepartmenË

of the Tnterior.

Tn the United StaËes no differenËiation,

other than

noted above, is made betrveen an Indian and a "mixed blood.tr Thus studies
concerning Tndians in the UniËed States have relevance to both Indians
and Metis in Canada.)

Academíc

Achievement: In this study r?academic achievementil

refers, perforce, to the difficulty

of academic courses chosen in grades

ten and eleven at Frontier Collegiate.

As Frontíer Collegiate has

a

policy of non retention in grades nine, ten and eleven, but directs
studenLs into programs in which it ís felt

the student can be academic-

a1ly successful, the courses have been arranged in order of academic
difficulty.

1. University

Entrance

2. General Course
3.

Business Education

4.

OccupaËional Entrance Course

II].

LIMITAT]ONS OF THE

STUDY

This study is límited to Ëhe students who entered grade nine in
Frontier Collegiate in September, 1968 and progressed to grade ten ín
1969 arrd grade eleven in 1970. Any generalizations will

be applicable

only to these students or similar groups in similar schools.
The study assumes that Frontier Collegiate students fal1 into

the average range of ínte11igence.
The students included in the study come from three distinct
groups:

1. Metis students from cormnunities where the language of everyday use is Cree or Saulteaux.

2. Metis sËudents from communities where the language of everyday use is English but with a strong influence of Algonkian sounds

structures.

and

7

3

. tr^Ihite s tudents whose mother tongue is

The results of the study will

s

tandard Englísh

.

be considered separately for I¡Ihite

and Metis students.

IV.

LOCATTON OF THE STUDY

Frontier Collegiate is a resídential high school with a student
body of approximately five hundred students (1970). Situated fifty

miles north of The Pas, l4anitoba, it is siËuated on the height of land
marking the dívision between the Nelson River system and the Churchill

River system.
It is the only high school serving Frontier School Division lf4\
which covers approximately fwo-thirds of the geographíca1 area of

Manitoba. Frontier elementary schools are largely in the Canadian
Shíeld country and range from the southern part of Lake l^Iinnipeg in the
South-East of Manitoba to Lake Brochet in the North-West corner of the

province. Within this broad area there are enclaves which are not part
of Frontier School Division.

These consist of large to\,vns and cities

r¿hich operate their own school systems such as The Pas, Flin Flon, and

Thompson. In addition, there are numerous Indian Reserves which operate

schools under the authority of the Federal Department of Indian Affairs
and North Development. In certain conrnunities where the population is
smal1 or other factors warrant it,

there operate integrated schools.

Integrated schools are schools attended by Metis, Indian and White
students but under the jurisdiction

of Frontier School Division //48.

Thus, in Frontier Collegiate are to be found some registered Treaty
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fndians who are graduates of integrated elementary schools. At no time,
however, has the percentage of registered fndian students risen above

ten per cent.

Some

White students are served by Frontier.

I^lhite stud-

ents in the group studíed amounted to sixteen per cent of the toLal
while registered Indians amounted to six and one-half per cent.
Most of the parents of students in the group studied fell
one of three categories in terms of earníng a livelihood:

trappers,

lumbermen

V.

. Many, however,

r,^rere unemp

loyed

into

fishermen,

.

ORGANIZATTON OF THE REMATNDER OF THE THESIS

A review of other investigations related to the study will

the subject matter considered in ChapËer II.
the design of the study in detail.
findings relating to abilíty

Chapter: IIf

be

will outline

The analyses of the results of the

to comprehend oral English of MeËis, hlhite;

males, females; and relationship to courses chosen in grades ten

and

eleven as well as an item analysis will be presented in Chapters IV and

V. Chapter VI will examine linguistíc

differences between English

and

Algonkian languages. Chapter VII will summarize the findings of the

study and will present an atËempt to interpret these results.

The

implicatíons of the findings with recommendations for the education of
Metis students in Frontier Collegiate and for further research will
conclude the final chapter.

CHAPTER TI
REVIEI^I OF RELATED L]TERATURE

The literaLure describing studies of the academic achievement of

children of native ancestry in both the United States and Canada consísËently points out ti,ro factors:

the low leve1 of academic achievement

and the phenomenon of their deceleration of achievement afËer the fifth

year in school.
Most sËudies of academic achievement investigate several factors
and are relevant to this particular study in terms of background know-

ledge although none deal specifically rvith ability

to comprehend oral

English.
Studies will be reviewed under five headings:

1. SËudies Related to Tntellectual Ability
2. Studies of Academic Achievement
3. Studies Concerning the Reasons for Poor Academic Achievement
4. Studies of the Social Acceptance of Indian Children as

a

Factor in Academic Achievement
5.

Studies in Comprehension of Oral English

I.

STUD]ES RELATED TO IMELLECTUAL ABILITY

In 1914 the first

comparative studies of the intellectual

of Indian and non fndian children in the United States rvere

ability

made.

Standardized Íntelligence tests were used and results of these studies

indicated that Indian children were intellectually
Indian children.

inferior

to non-

11

As further studies were made there was found to be a positive

correlat.ion between intelligence test scores and the degree of I'White
b1ood" in the subjects tested.

Low academic achievement vras, therefore,

to be expected of Indians. Hindsight allows one to hypothesize that the
rtself-fulfi1ling

prophecy" entered into the picture as an important

varíab1e of teaching by teachers and learning by students.
The Congressional Report (1969) details the gradual change in

thinking which doubted and later refuted initial

studies of intel1ígence

of Indian students. Not until 1929 dí-d researchers begin Lo doubt the
initial

research findings.

Tests administered in 1928 had indicated

that Indian students \^iere superior in performance while inferior in
verbal sections of the tests.
The use of tests more t'culture freetr were administered in subse-

quent years and the disparity between Indían and non-Indian tesL scores
began to lessen appreciably.

Further research indicated that if "culture

free'r tests were administered in the native language of Indían students
that no significant differences \^rere Ëo be noted in comparison with nonTndian test scores.

Studies by Zíntz (1969) among Mexican-American students

showed

similar results.
The Congressional Report (f969) concludes

torical survey by notíng, "Since

its

comprehensive his-

1940 no responsible scholar has maín-

tained that Indians are intellectually inferior'r (p. 33) .
Ferguson

(i954) surveyed a number of studies from various parts

of the world dealing with intellecËual differences. Studies of

the

L2

intellectual

development patterns of children who grew up on canal boats

in England; Indian reserves in the United States of America; and negroid
persons in Nigeria, 1ed him to conclude that biological or racial differences !/ere not variables in measuring intelligence.

Where differences

exisËed they were the result of cultural factors and were largely environ-

mental limitations ¡¿hich acted to restrict

certain activities

or limit

experiences during early childhood.
Surmnary

Ethnic or racial background was not a variable in intelligence.
The range of íntellecEual ability

r/¡as

similar for all peoples if test

items r¿ere developed within the individual cultural environment and

administered in the mother tongue of the child.

Differences in ranges of intelligence of children v/ere due to
limitations of culture and environment particularly
childhood activities
s

and lack of exposure to differenË and intellectually

timulating experiences
TI

in respect to early

.

STUDIES OF ACADEMIC ACH]EVE}.,IENT OF INDTAN CHILDREN

The most comprehensive study of the academic achievement of

registered Indian children in Canadian Federal Indian schools was published by Renaud (1958). His research indicated that Indian children
were below the norms on standardized tests in all subjects tested.

Results from his cross Canada study indicated that by grade five the

children were behind the expected norms by one grade, and two grades
behind by grade eight.

Tn 1958 so few Indian children had progressed
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beyond grade eight that no effort was made to secure data concerníng
them.

Chronological retardatíon Ìùas equated with academic retardation
and he found that by grade eight registered Indian children \,.rere three

or more years behind I^Ihite Canadian children in public and separate
schools

.

In the Renaud study no effort was made to test the ability

of

registered Tndían children to comprehend oral English although all tests
ínvolved the students in 1ístening to instructions and reading them at
the same time; then working out several samples; correction of

sample

questions by the person testing to ensure understanding, and then having

the student rely upon his reading abílity

to compleËe the test.

Dilling (1965) made a study of Indian students artending

an

integrated school in Sarnía, Ontario. In comparÍson with Renaud (1958)
the Indian children in integrated schools were achieving more than those
in Federal schools. A deceleration of progress after grade four

was

noted. Dilling attributed greater success ín integrated schools to
social acceptance and school experiences more fitting
in classrooms of the dominant society.

to determine the oral English abilities
Coombs

made

Dilling suggested that success

in school was largely dependent. upon reading ability.
made

to sËudies

No effort was

of the students.

(1961) and Ray, Ryan and Parker (L962) did similar sËudies

ín Arizona and Alaska respectively and both studies discovered deceleration of academic progress after grade four and five.
attributed this to lack of reading ability

Both sËudies

and social accepËance.

I4
Coombs

noted that the Indians and Eskimos of Alaska seemed to be able

to read at a more sophisticated level than they could speak. He attrito converse in oral English and to

buted this apparent lack of ability
comprehend

oral English to shyness.

Ray: Ryan and Parker noted that Indian children seemed to experi-

in school until grade four where oral English

ence líttle

dífficulty

and ability

to read became key factors in the learning process.

Among

the reconrnendations of this study rüas one urging that

greater emphasis be placed upon increasing the reading ability

a

of Indian

students. The implicatíon of the reconunendation was that ability

in

oral English would be improved by more attention to reading programs.
Sunrnary

The studies indicated a positive relationship between academic
achievement and reading ability.

As age increased there'üras a deceler-

ation of academic progress and this was particularly

significant in

regard to growth in ability

to read. None of the studies investigated

the relationship of abilíty

to comprehend oral English and ability

to

read or progress in a general academic sense. Several studies related
poor attendance to lack of progress in school and attribuËed poor
attendance to lack of social acceptance by other children in the classroom.

TII.

STUDIES CONCERNING THE REASONS FOR POOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Many

studies have been undertaken in an effort to account for poor

academic achievement. Prior to 1940 most studies investigated the
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intelligence 1evel of Indían children.

Subsequent to the massive stud-

ies rvhich proved conclusively that Indian and non-Indian children were
of equal intelligence,

the trend has been to investigate other factors.

PeËerson (1948) completed a three year study for the United States

Bureau of the fnterior which identifíed four significant

factors influ-

encing Ëhe education of the Indian children.

1. The degree of familiarity

with the non-Tndian culture;

2. Educational background of the parents;
3. The language spoken in the home;
4. The stability

of the

and

home.

Of particular significance to the present study was the relation-

ship between language spoken in Ëhe home and lack of academic success.
IË was an important factor for all students whose mother language was
other than English. Navajo, Zuní, Cheyenne and Cherokee were mother
tongues of the students studied and were a factor conËribuËing to lack

of success in each case.
An equivalenL study in Canada was that compleËed by Renaud (1958)

but his conclusions for poor academic achievement were somewhat different:
1. Cultural differences betvreen Indians and the dominanË society
which resulËed in confusion in the minds of the children in Ëhe areas of

attitudes and values.
2. Resistance to the school as an institution

v¡hich

was

contro

1

by non-Indians rvho used the school as a means of inculcating in Indian

children the values and attitudes of the dominant society.
3. An unrealistic appraisal of the socio-economic future of the

1ed

L6

fndian pupil, i...,

the aim of education rvas to remove the child from

his family, friends and conununity and force him to earn his living in
the dominant society rvhich

\,'ias

not ready Ëo give him job opportunities.

4. As a result of previous factors mentioned, there was general
indifference

among

Indians towards the schools and a minority

who

actively opposed the schooling process.
The Renaud study did not stress inability

English as a significant factor in itself

to comprehend oral

but rather as a part of

a

complex problem.

Ray¡ Ryan and Parker (1962) felt

it improbable that bilingualism

alone could account for age-grade retardation in Alaska and they con-

sidered lack of fluency in Englísh as a

s)¡mptom

of a larger problem

rather than a basic cause.
Wax, Inlax and Dumont (1964) in the study of Sioux Indians ín North
Dakota noted four possíb1e reasons for lack of academic success:

1. Lack of fluency in the use of the English language;
2. Lack of communication between home and school;
3. The pattern of ridicule of error commonly found
people and particularly

among

Indian

apparent in pre-adolescence;

4. Lack of respect evidenced by teachers towards Indian students.
Of particular interest was the priority

which the I^Iax team gave

to lack of fluency in the use of oral English as contrasted with

oËher

studies that concentrated on lack of reading ability.
Summary

According to the studies reviewed the causes of lack of academic
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success of Indian students r,rere varied but with early studies stressing

cultural conflict as a prioríty

item. These conflicts confused the

students, hindered communication between

home and

school, and developed

in teachers negative aLtitudes towards Indians.
More recent studies have indicated that fluency ín English

was

a factor rvhich should be considered, although disagreement exists as to
r¿hether lack of fluency should be considered as a s)¡mptom or a basic
cause of lack of academÍc success.

IV.

STUDTES OF THE SOCTAL ACCEPTANCE OF TNDTAN CHILDREN

AS A FACTOR ]N ACADEM]C ACH]EVE}ß}I"I

The most comprehensive investígation of this aspect of Tndian

education was that completed by

trr7ax, Iniax

and Dumont (1964). They found,

amongst Pine Ridge Sioux children in North Dakota, that peer-group
dynamícs became a major influence with Indian children beginning at the

ages of ten and eleven. Investigation reveals that the peer group

values and attitudes closely paralleled values and attitudes held by
Indian adults in the community.
At this age the Indian students began to be characterized as shy,
passive and sullen by their non-Indian teachers. The school room

became

an educational battleground between Ëhe teachers and Ëhe students with

the sËudents outwardly becoming more passive as the years progressed
while inrvardly becoming more hostile to the teachers and the school

as

an ínstitution.

Ëhe

They tended to see the school as an intrusion into

Tndian world whose main purpose l,/as to destroy their identíty as Indians.

1B

The passive and sullen behaviour evidenced in the classroom was

not noticeable in the home or in peer group relationships.

It immedi-

ately reasserted iËself, however, whenever contacts with non-Indians
T¡/ere made

whether on a social or employment occasion.

Stupidity rvas often assumed by the children and digressions in
class from a passive and non-participatory role were punished severely
by the peer group. Correct performance in the classroom in terms of
answering or volunteerÍng ansrùers; having work all correct, or being

helpful was considered by the students as collaborating with the teacher,
i.e.,

enemy, and was punished severely by use of peer group ridicule

and

sometimes physícal punishment.
Wax indicaËed, however,

that underlying the reluctance to parti-

cipate in class, and perhaps one of the key factors ín developing peer
group attitudes, \¡/as the insecurity which Indian children of ages ten
and eleven tended to develop about their fluency in English. When in
attendance in primary grades it. was understood by pupils and teachers

that the children were just learning English and mistakes vrere acceptable.
In the intermediate grades and up, there appeared to be a subtle
in attitude on the part of the teachers and pupils.

change

Children \^/ere

no\¡/

supposed to rtknotrvrr English and the permissive attitude towards incorrect

English usage began to decline.

Teachers nor,r "correctedt' errors in

English usage. fn Indian culture it is unforgivable for anyone to
rrcorrect'r someone in public.

in private.

Correction is made, if absolutely necessary,
Because rrcorrections'r were now made in a public classroom

[Iax suggested that Ëhis efforË on the part of teachers to improve the

L9

child may be a significant factor in developing hostility

Lorvards

teachers and in forcing the peer group to undertake disciplinary action

against recalcitrant

members

.

Gleason (1970) in investigatíng the relaËionship between academic
achievement and social acceptance Ín integrated schools in Fort Frances,

Ontario, summarized her findings as follows:

,

Indían children do not develop along the acceptable behavior
paËterns expected of children at school in our Canadian society.
In a school system where Indían children from reservations are being
inËegrated wíth those of the dominanË culture the thoughtful observer
is concerned by their very real problems which become increasingly
apparent as they progress through the grades. From happy, industrious, delightful 1íttle children in the primary grades who achieve
well in school and are readily accepted by their classmat.es, they
begin, about the age of puberty, in grades five and six to wíthdraw
and become sullen, resístant and índolent pupils. Theír social
acceptance is replaced by the formation of exclusive cliques within
Ëheir own racial group and their achievement gives r¡ray to failure
until Indian children in senÍor grades of elementary school usually
quit as soon as they reach the legal age. The number who go on to
high school and then graduate is disproportionately small (p. II2) .
Gleason recommends that colleges of education prepare teachers of

Indian children by gíving them a thorough knowledge of Indian cultures
and of the basic personality structure of Indian children as well

techniques for curriculum development and adaptation.

as

Gleason gives con-

siderable atËenËion to lack of development of reading skílls but does not
mention the problem of developing fluency in oral English.
Sunrnary

The influence of peer groups is important in any.society but

wielded a disproporEionate po\,rer among Indian students. It
of protection of their identity and pride.

T/¡as

a source

Indian students protect their
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pride by passively resisting the schooling process because they lack
following:

Ëhe

respect from their Leachers; social acceptance by non-Indian

students; curricula which accords their heriEage a positive role; and the
ability

to compete successfully because of poor reading skil1s.
STUDTES

IN

COMPREHENSTON

A review of literature

OF ORAL ENGLISH

revealed a considerable amount of basic

research ín the area of comprehending oral English done in regard to
sËudents whose mother tongue was English.

A dearth of maËerials

was

evident in relationship to the problem of persons whose mother tongue
is other than Englísh.

Some

research was available on the ability

of

English students to comprehend oral French and German.
Research in this area proved noË to be particularly

relevant

because of the stress on English vocabulary and pattern development to

correct errors which Ì'rere not applicable when the subject
completely different linguistic

\^ras

from

a

family.

Peterson (1948), reported on testing that was designed to measure
progress over a twelve year period, 1934-1946, in the United States
Department of the Interior,

Bureau of Tndian Affairs,

federally operated

Indian schools. No oral aspects of English \^rere tested and tests

used

involved GaLes Basic Readíng, grades 3-8, and Pressey English, grades 5-8.
Anderson (1953) carried out a comprehensive testing program for

the same Department and used the

same

battery of tests to allow for

better methods of comparison.
Coombs

(1958) added a third set of data to the evaluations

2L

initiated

by Peterson. He used the California Achíevement Test as

a

basic instrument. The test involved sub-sections dealing with reading
vocabulary and granirrar.
None of the researchers dealt with testing ability

oral English. IË is significant,

to

comprehend

however, that all three noted the

necessity of teaching oral English before begínning conËent subjects.
All three further

recommended

the development of oral English programs

and recormnended that their use be compulsory in all Indian schools.

In Canada, as a direct result of Renaud (1958), the Department of
Indian Affairs developed a Basic Oral English Programme for compulsory
use in all federally operated Indian Schools. Colliou (1965) reported
on the ímplementation of the prograflme and noted that it had brought
about an improvement in reading abilíty.

testing reading skills,

\^7as

No other method, other than

índicated as a research tool in determining

its value in improving oral English.
Because Canada is offícia11y a bi-lingual

country and language

Ëraíning has necessiËated the Federal GovernmenL setting up a special
Language Bureau.. an investigation into their met.hods of measuring ability

to comprehend oral English was undertaken.
The Language Bureau, Public Service Conunission of Canada, is one

of the largest language training institutions
employed three hundred fulI-time

in che world.

In L969 ít

language teachers in addition to admin-

istrative personnel. Approximately three quarters of the teachers taught
French and one quarter taught English.

They dealt only wíth adults and

tested their students in a comprehensive manner in order to determine
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inítia1 placement in second language programs as well as final standing.
I^Ihite (1968) noted that their main problem in testing was in

differentiating

between the abilíty

consistently indicated ability

to understand and to speak. Results

to understand to be greater than ability

to speak.
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test v/as used but later

rejected as being more suitable for teen-age students than adults.

Adult

tests, largely patterned on the Brown-Carlsen Listening Test, were developed by the Language Bureau.
Surmnary

Most English language testing in Canada and the United States has
been based on ability

to read written English. Most researchers have

posíted that abílity

to read aË a certain grade leve1 parallels ability

to comprehend oral English. No evidence

r,^zas

uncovered to support such an

assumption.
The Language Bureau, Public Service Conrnission of Canada, appeared

to have done the most practical research in the area of Ëesting ability
to comprehend oral English. Use of the Brown-Carlsen Listening Test

was

found unsatisfactory for adults but a reasonable testing instrument for
Leen-agers.

CHAPTER

III

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study was to díscover the level of ability

to comprehend oral English evidenced by the grade nine classes which
entered Frontier Collegiate in September of 1968 and to investigate the

relationshíp of this ability

and the type of school program followed in

1969 and 1970.

In order to achieve this purpose the testing instrument

r¿as

adminisËered in November of 1968. The data were collected, subjected

to item analyses by response, converted to percentiles, arranged by
male, female, trIhite, Metis, and then further arranged by quartiles.
November of. L969 daËa concerning course choices in grade Ëen

collected.

In

T¡zere

In February of 1971 daËa concerning course choices in grade

eleven were collected.

A description of the populations included ín Ëhe study, as well
as a discussion of the testing instrumenË used and of the methodology
of the sLudy will be considered in this chapter under the follorving
headíngs:

1. The Population Included in the Study;
2. Description and Criticism of the Test lvlaterials Used ín the
StudY;

3. Collection of the Data;
4. Treatnent of the Findings.
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I.

THE POPUU.TTON INCLUDED TN THE STUDY

The students included in this study were all the pupils enrolled

in Frontier Collegiate in grade nine during November of 1968 and in
grade ten and eleven in 1969 and 1970 respectively.

The majority of

the students were Metis with 1-6.7 per cent being l^/hite and 6.5 per cent
being registered Indian.

the registered Indians
T,üere

Because of cultural and linguistic

\^7ere

similaríties

not dealt with separately from the Metís

as

the I^Ihite students. A certain loss of numbers in the population

resulted from the decision to gather daËa over a three year period.
Inevitable circumstances such as student transfers and withdrawals
occurred. These were indicated as such in the data analysis.

Students

Ëransferring into the classes under sËudy after November of 1968 did not
appear in the data collected ín 1969 and 1971.

IÏ.

DESCRTPTION AND CRTT]CISM OF THE TEST INSTRUMENT

USED TN THE STUDY

The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test has been constructed
Ëo measure

the ability

of students to comprehend the spoken English

1an-

guage. The authors define listening comprehension as the aural assimilation of spoken symbols in a face-to-face speaker-audience situation,
i^JiËh

both oral and visual cues present.
There are tiro comparable forms of the test,

Am

and Bm, each com-

prising 76 test items. These items are grouped into five parts,
purporting to measure an important listening skil1.

These are:

each
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1. Irnrnediate Recall, rvhich measures the ability

to keep

a

sequence of details in mind untíl a question is asked which requires

thinking back over the sequence.
2" Following Directions, which measures the ability

to follow

oral directions.
3. Recognizing Transitíons, which measures the ability

to

recognize meanings of words from context.

4. Recognizing

tr^iord

Meanings, which measures Ëhe ability

to get

meanings from context, and

5. Lecture Comprehension, which measures the abiliËy to lisËen
for details, get the central idea, draw inferences and understand the
organization.
The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test, Form

Am was

administered for standardization purposes to approximately 8000 students

in 25 high schools from 16 states.
The following table \das extracËed from the Manual of Directions

for the test to indicate characteristics of Ëhe normative group at

each

grade 1eve1.

In light of these data the normatíve group appears to be fairly
representative of the United States high school populaËion with respect
to age and ability

level.

The writer rvas convínced that these data plus

the experience with the Brown-Carlsen test by the Language Bureau of the
Canadian Public Service Commission indicaËed the test r,/as most likely

elicit

the needed information.

to
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TABLE

T

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORIVÍATIVE GROUP AT EACH GRADE LEVEL1

Grade

Lerman-McNear

r.Q.

Median

Mean

S.D.

C.A.

9

2L42

IO0 .2

L5.2

15-0

10

2t48

103 .1

t4.6

15-11

11

t982

I02.7

13.5

16-11

t2

1463

103.2

t3 .7

17- 10

1M"rr.lr1

of Directions, Brown-Carlsen Listening
Test, p. 3.

ÏII.

Comprehension

COLLECTTON OF THE DATA

fn November of 1968 the Brown-Carlsen ListenÍng

Comprehensíon

Test r¡as administered to one hundred thirty-seven grade níne sËudents

at Frontier Collegiate.

Certain variations might have occurred from

class to class as the administraËor gave the questions, lectures, etc.
The only Ì^iay to avoid this variation r,¡ould have been to audio record

the administrator's voice and play it to each class. This luould have
removed important visual cues and rvas rejected because of this factor.

A video-tape presentation rvas considered but as the majority of the

students r^/ere not used to television it

r^¡as

felt that an unnatural

effect might be created.
In November of 1969 and February of 197L, a school secretary at
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Frontier Collegiate \.fas hired to extract the information regarding
course choices from individual student file

IV.

cards.

TREATMENI OF THE FINDTNGS

The one hundred thirty-seven test papers were subjected to item

analysis by response and then analyzed by listening ski1l being tested.
A total listening score for each student was calculated as a raw
score and then converted to a percentile rank.
A frequency distríbutior-r was determined for the group as a whole;
on a male, female basic and finally

as White and Metis.

Finally

distributíon by quartiles r,¡ere determined and a percentage in

a

each

quartíle calculated.
A comparison between percentile rank and course choice in grades
ten and eleven r¡Ias then

made.

Summary

Data were collected over a period of three years for the grade

nine class which enrolled in Frontier Collegiate in

SepËember

of 1968.

The data were then analyzed to examine the relationship which mÍght

exist between the observed ability

Ëo comprehend oral English and the

choíce of academic courses in grades ten and eleven.

CIIAPTER IV
ITEM AMLYSIS OF THE BROLNì CARLSEN LISTEN]NG COMPREHENS]ON TEST

The Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test r,ras given to the

grade nine classes enrolled in Frontier Collegiate in November of 1968.
The results \,lere used to determine the level of oral comprehension of

Frontier students in relatíon to norms standardized on English speaking
students in grade nine classes in the United States. The general pattern

indicated that mosË students in Frontier School were below the thirtyfifth

percentile which is considered to be a cut-off point

students will be able to gain líttle

belor^¡ which

from a formal classroom lecture or

from informal class discussions (Brown, L952).
The results of an item analysis were also used to determine the

listening ski1ls most deficient and to conment thereon.
Findings
The results of the item analysis which tested Immediate Recall

follor^r in Table TI .
Comment

The students performed relatively

well on this part of the test

which dealt with immediaËe recall.
Question eight which dealt with reca11 of prepositions caused

sixty-six students to give a \,{rong response.
In question thirteen the term "box number" proved unfamiliar
students rvere unable to recall it after tr^/enty second lapse of time.

and
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TABLE

ITEM ANALYSIS BY RESPONSE
I}&lEDIATE RECALL

Ques

tion

NR

D

^

100

5

3

19

9

10

93

I2

5

13

7

B2

7

4

2

20

4

97

t2

J

6

4

46

26

43

L6

3

7

5

11

98

5

10

9

B

4

30

t9

6

72

7

9

I6

9

69

35

5

4

10

9t

t2

I2

9

9

5

11

1

65

49

6

10

7

t2

I

10

7B

1B

T2

T2

13

7

62

9

40

L2

B

t4

106

2

B

6

B

8

15

29

28

7

7

54

t3

L6

10

9

J

94

T7

5

t7

13

T7

34

13

55

6

1

18

10

5

2

11

90

6

J

2

t6

4

25

5

Question fifteen and seventeen which demanded recall of inform-

ation in the preceding questions proved equally difficult.
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Summary

Questions of immediate recal1 rvere handled satisfactorily

majority of students. Difficulties
af

ter a

t\..üenty second

by the

were evident if recall was asked for

time lapse.

TABLE

TII

TTEM ANALYSIS BY RESPONSE
FOLLOI^/ING DIRECTIONS

Ques

tion

A

NR

D

18

27

I

o

9

2

B3

9

19

29

B

11

5

64

2L

20

T4

23

3

7

75

I6

2T

L2

9

62

2I

25

9

22

B

63

15

T6

29

7

23

L6

29

L4

5

54

20

24

T7

70

2L

9

13

B

25

30

53

2T

4

9

2T

26

B

7

3B

65

11

9

27

1

7

25

69

24

t2

28

24

1B

36

77

35

B

29

46

34

9

L4

26

9

30

5

1B

79

10

16

10

31

13

72

T2

13

15

13

CO}{IÏNUED
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TABLE

Ques

tion

III

(CONTINUED)

NR

A

24

B

7

16

t7

27

5

4L

10

18

26

13

27

1B

44

1B

5

4

55

L2

38

1B

32

T7

22

1l

32

7B

23

5

33

21

64

13

34

46

9

35

36

36
37

Comment

The Following Directions sub test consistedof trventy iËems which

requíred Ëhat students do simple number calculations.
were smaller than ten.

All numbers used

All directions involved as key r.¡ords, adjectives

of degree such as sma11, sma11er, smallest as well as prepositions indicating positional relationships such as above, belorv, by, next tor etc.
Test results indicate that the majority of students \^/ere giving
incorrect responses except in f our questions. lulore students lTere

no\^/

giving no response at all.
Sunrnary

Prepositions, adjectives of degree and/or simple calculations
were beyond the grasp of most of the students to assímilate at a sophisti-

cated level of oral English.
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TABLE IV
TTEM ANALYSIS BY RESPONSE
RECOGNIZING TRANS ITTONS

Ques

tion

NR

C

3B

T4

3B

77

4

5

39

57

39

34

4

4

40

50

44

30

B

6

4T

11

65

31

25

6

42

29

40

51

13

5

43

t7

57

45

13

6

44

29

57

23

23

6

45

36

44

19

34

5

Comments

This sub test, rvhich dealt with inËroductory, transitional

and

concluding sentences, indicaËed that the students had great difficulty

in telling whether a sentence $ras beginning a topic, closing a topic or
used in a transitional

locatíon.

Sumnrary

All sentences contained subordinate clauses and it is posited
this degree of complexity of sentence structure caused the majoríty of
students to give incorrect responses.
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TABLE

ITEM ANALYSIS BY

RNSPONSE

RECOGNTZTNG I^IORD MEANINGS

Ques

tÍon

A

46

50

47

13

NR

4B

1B

52

10

B

2

42

9

64

8

97

t6

2

L6

7

49

2

5

95

19

9

B

50

ro2

5

4

7

12

B

51

2

20

57

22

30

7

52

4B

23

31

6

20

r0

53

5

39

43

1B

25

B

54

8

49

3B

7

28

o
o

55

29

B

4

56

33

('t

Comment

This sub test attempted to determine the ability

of students to

give the correcL dictionary meaning for particular words as used in
sentence context.

a

Students became very confused and in only tr,ro cases

did the majority give the correct. response. "Dull" as used in the
context of questíon fifty
of "stupid.tl

had one hundred Ewo give the correct response
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Surnrnary

Idioms,

s)mon)¡rns and homonyms

obviously create considerable con-

fusíon as to precise meaning.

TABLE VI
ITEM ANALYSIS BY RESPONSE
LECTURE COMPREHENSTON

Ques

tion

NR

56

7

J

2

113

3

10

57

t4

77

6

22

7

L2

58

1B

T6

t7

I6

5B

13

59

1B

23

69

I

11

9

60

23

23

40

22

t4

T6

6L

I

T2

74

13

L9

L2

62

44

15

46

2L

2

10

63

47

27

22

t2

11

L9

64

38

9

16

57

7

11

65

23

4

28

9

65

9

66

4T

L4

J

t6

s6

B

67

26

50

T9

L7

L2

t4

68

15

34

39

28

9

13

69

19

6

B5

6

L2

r0

70

50

3B

15

T4

L2

9

CONTINUED
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TABLE

Ques

VI

(CONTTNUED)

tion

NR

7L

27

25

39

1B

20

9

72

L2

26

L9

32

37

t2

73

I6

40

30

T4

25

13

74

55

4

28

26

77

8

75

5

32

39

2l

30

11

76

2t

45

I+5

9

10

B

Comment

In this test a story concerning the value of increasing your vocabulary was read or rrlecturedrr to students. Reading time was approximately
Lwelve minutes. The majority of students gave correct responses to
humourous anecdote concerning Abraham

anecdoLe concerning Queen Victoria.

Lincoln and a

co\^r

a

as well as an

In all other questions

Ëhe

majority

of the students gave incorrecL responses. The rather even distribution

of

incorrect responses would lead one to posit that students guessed wi1dly
at most ansT¡7ers .
Sunmary

Very 1íttle factual knowledge was retained by studenËs after having

a tr¿elve minute oral lecture.
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Implications
The

imP

lications of this ítem analys is ivill be considered in

Chapter VT and incorrec t responses wi 11 be re Lated in part to differences between the basíc structures of English and an Algonkian language

CHAPTER V

ANALYS]S OF PERCENIILE RANKINGS

A ranking of the grade nine students vras completed in order to
determine the number of students who scored below the thirty-fifth

percentíle.

It was determined by Brown (1952) that I^Ihite students in

grade nine ín United States high schools would be unable to achieve

satisfactory academic progress in college entrance programs if their
ability

percentile.

to comprehend oral English rvas below the thirty-fifth

Those between thirty-four

and fifty

would encounter exlreme difficulty.

The percentile ranking of scores would al1ow comparisons to be made.
The percentile ranks were also used to compare the ability

to

comprehend

oral English between ma1e, f emale and Inlhites, Metís.
Distributíon by quartiles were calculated in order to determine
percentages of students in each quartile.
Frequency of standard scores r^¡ere calculated L-wice in order to

determine if there \¡ras a difference beLween male and female medians

to determíne if there \¡/as a difference between l^lhite and Metis

and

.

Finally a comparison between percentile rankings and program
choices in grades ten and eleven was undertaken in an attempt to estab-

lísh a relationship betrveen the ttTo items

.

In terms of changes in student body the following criteria were
used. Students transferred out of the original (1968) sample in grades
nine, ten and eleven rvere disregarded. Students transferred into the
classes during 1968, L969, 1970 and 1971 were disregarded.

3B

Frontier Collegiate Institute

is a residential school.

Some

students rvere expelled from residence and thus, in effect, required to
withdraw from classes. As no records indicated the reason for a student
withdrarving from school the figures indicating 'rdropped outrr undoubtedly

will include a few students expelled from the residence. The

numbers

were judged to be small enough not to distort the study. One student
made no responses on

the test paper and was omitted from all furËher

calculations.
TABLE VTI
DISTRIBUTION OF PERCE}TTTLES

Combined

Male

Female

95

99

2

90

94

1

I

B5

B9

1

1

BO

B4

1

1

75

79

2

2

70

74

0

65

69

3

2

1

60

64

7

6

1

55

s9

2

1

1

50

54

7

5

2

45

49

11

6

5

CONTINUED
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TABLE

VIT (CONT]NUED)

Combined

Ma

le

Fema

40

44

2

35

39

L7

3

14

30

34

8

5

3

25

29

7

4

3

20

24

15

B

7

15

19

10

4

6

10

14

15

6

9

5

9

B

4

4

0

4

1B

11

7

TOTALS

L37

70

67

le

2

Findings
The results of the distribution

Table VII.

by percentiles are shown in

These results indicate that one hundred eleven students

scored below the fiftieth

percentíle.

was below the trventy-fifth percentile.

The largest grouping of students

/+O

TABLE VIIT
DISTRIBUTTON BY QUARTILES

Comb

75-99

ined

Ma

le

7

5

Female

50-74
25-49
o-24

r9

T4

5

45

18

27

66

33

33

TOTALS

137

67

Findings
The

results of distribution

by quartiles are

shovTn

ín Table VTII.

The results índícaËed that the largest single group of sLudents (66)

were in the

lovres

t quartí le.

TABLE IX
DISTRIBUTTON BY PERCEMAGES

Quarti

1e

PercenËage

7s-99

s.05%

-

74

t3.86%

25-49

32.83"A

0-24

48.1.7%

TOTAL

99 .9r%

50

4L

Findings
The distribution

by percentages are shorvn in TabIe IX.

The

results indicated that over forty-eight per cent of the combined student
body in grade nine were belor.' the twenty-fifth
tr^/o

percentile.

Over thirty-

per cent rvere belorv the forty-ninth percentile but above the twenty-

fourth.

Eighty-one per cent were belorv the fiftieth

percentile.

one students or fifty-one per cent r,/ere belor^¡ the thirty-fifth
and fell

Eighty-

percentile

ínto that group which Brorvn (L952) índicated would be unable to

handle any college preparation type of program. Those below the fiftieth

percentíle, eighty-one per cent of the grade nine class enrolled in
would be unable to, or would have extreme difficulty,

1968,

achieving success

in a college preparatory program.
TABLE

DISTRIBUTION BY PERCENIILES

Combined

Whi

te

Metis

95

99

2

1

1

90

94

I

1

0

B5

B9

1

1

0

BO

B4

1

I

1

75

79

2

2

0

70

74

0

0

0

65

69

J

1

2

CONTINUED
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TABLE

s5-59
50-54
45-49
40-44
35-39
30-34
25-29
20-24
15-19
10-74

(CONTINUED)

trIhite

Metis

1

2

5

2

1

1

7

0

7

11

1

10

2

0

2

L7

3

T4

B

4

3

7

0

7

15

4

11

10

1

9

l5

0

15

Comb

60-64

X

ined

s-

9

B

0

B

0-

4

1B

0

1B

TOTALS

L37

23

LT4

TABLE XI
DISTRIBUTION BY QUARTILES
Combined

7s-99
50 - 74
25-49
o-24
TOTALS

I^Ih

i te

Me

tis

7

6

2

T9

4

15

4s

B

36

66

5

6t

137

23

tr4

43

Findings
The distributj.on by quartiles was shor¿n in Table XI.

indicated a great disparity in the ability
between i^lhite and lvletis s tudents

The results

to comprehend oral English

.

TABLE XII
DISTRIBUTTON BY PERCENTAGES FOR METTS AND I^II{ITE

Quar

ti Ie

7s-99

te

Metis

26.0%

L.7%

hlhi

- 74
25-49
0-24

L7 .3%

13.r%

34.4%

31 .5"/"

21.7%

s3 .5%

TOTALS

99.4%

99.8%

50

Findings

In the quartile 0 - 24 only 2L.7 per cent of the White students
fell as

compared

to 53.5 per cent of the Metis students.

In the quartile 25 - 49 there were 34.4 per cent hlhite

and 31.5

per cent Metis students.

In the quartile 50 - 74 there were 17.3 per cent i^Ihite and 13.1
per cent Metis students.

In the quartile 75 - 99 there were 26 per cent
cent Metis students.

I^Jhite and 1.7 per
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TABLE XIIT
STANDARD SCORES

Tn

terva

Fema 1e

1

Frequency

Male
Frequency

135

139

130

t34

t25

I29

r20

r24

115

119

110

174

105

109

3

9

100

L04

B

11

95

99

T6

9

90

94

T4

13

85

B9

11

B

BO

B4

4

4

75

79

1

5

70

74

2

2

0

4

1+

5

TOTALS

67

70

MEDTAN

93.22

3

93.9

Find ings

The distribution

of standard scores are shorvn in Table XIII.

45

comparison of the medían scores, Female 93.22 and MaIe 93,9, indicated

no significant difference between the groups in abi1ity to comprehend

oral English.
TABLE X]V
STANDARD SCORES

Interval

Lrlhite
Frequency

Metis
Frequency

-

139

0

0

125 r20 -

r34

0

0

r29

1

1

r24

1

0

1

I

3

0

4

B

1

19

7

1B

5

22

135
130

- 119
110 - rL4
105 - 109
100 - 104
9s- 99
90- 94
85- 89
80-84
75- 79
70- 74
115

0-

19
B

5

5

l+

8

TOTALS

23

tt4

MEDTAN

9B

93

46

Findings

A comparíson of the median scores, I^/hite

9g

and Metis 93, indi_

cates a considerable difference betrveen the groups in ability
hend oral English.
TABLE

I^ITTH PROGRAI"Í CHOICE

Grade X Course Choice

Grade XI Course Choice

5

University Entrance

3

University Entrance

1

Genera

1

Genera

1

-

74

Business Education

Occupa t iona

Occupa t

1

B

University Entrance

7

University Entrance

9

General

J

General

tiona I

2

Occupa

1

Dropped Out

4

University Entrance

L6

0-2/+

ional

Dropped Out

Business Education

25-49

1

Business Education

Dropped Out

50

compre-

XV

QUARTILE PLACEME}IT COMPARND

75-99

to

Genera

1

6

Business Education

B

Occupa

5

Dropped Out

ti

ona

I

4 University Entrance
24 General
8 Business Education
2I Occupational
5 Dropped Out

Business Education
2

Occupationa

7

Dropped Out

1

3 Uníversity Entrance
10 General
4 Business Education
4 Occupational
13 Dropped Out
2
11
7
7
30

University Entrance
General

Business Education
Occupational
Dropped Our

47

Find ings

The results of tabr:lating program choice in grades ten and eleven
1n

relation to quartile ranking in ability

to comprehend oral English

are sho\,rn in Table XV.

Tn quarËiLe 75 - 99, there were 6 students who completed grade

nine and entered grade ten in Frontier Collegiate.

All successfully

completed grade ten and entered grade eleven. Subsequently t\^ro students

in the University Entrance course dropped out of school.
In quartile 50 - 74, there \^iere tv/enty students who completed
grade nine and enLered grade ten in Frontier Collegiate.

One dropped

out during the year. There were nineteen students who entered grade
eleven. Seven students dropped out during this year.

One

University

Entrance course student switched to the General Course while seven

general course students dropped out of school.

In quartile 25 - 49, there were thirty-nine
p1eËed grade

students who com-

nine and entered grade ten in Frontier Collegiate.

Five

students dropped out during the year. There were Ëhirty-four students
who entered grade eleven. Thirteen students dropped out from grade

eleven. The University Entrance Course lost one; the General

Course

lost six; the Business Education Course lost two; the Occupational
Entrance Course lost four.

In quartile 0 - 24, there were sixty-two students who completed
grade nine and enrolled in grade ten in Frontier Collegiate.

There were

five students rvho dropped out during this year. There were fifty-seven
students who entered grade eleven. Thirty students dropped out from

4B

grade eleven. From the University Entrance Course t\^/o students dropped out.
The General Course lost thirteen students.

The Business Education Course

lost one. Fourteen students dropped out of the Occupational Entrance Course.
TABLE

XVT

QUARTILE PIÁCEI'1ENT COI"IPARED I,]ITH PROGRAM CHOICE BY I^IHITE AND METIS

Grade XI Course Choice

Grade X Course Choíce

75-99

tr^lhite Metis

4

I^Ihite Metis

1

University Entrance

1

General Course
Business Education
Occupational
Dropped Out

50-7

4

3

University Entrance
1 General

Course

Business Education
Occupationa

1

1 Dropped

I

Out

I^lhite Metis

l^lhite Metis

3
5 University Entrance
2TGeneralI2General
Business Education
2 Occupational
1
Dropped Out

2

2

5 University

2
5

Entrance

Business Education
Occupational
Dropped Out

Ifhite Metis
25-49 trihite Metis
2 University EnËrance
1 University Entrance L
3
L4 General
10 General
2
1
4 Business Education
5
Business Education
1-TOccupational4Occupational
L
7 Dropped Out
4
Dropped Out
0-24

Inlhite Metis

1
I
2

3
23
6
2I
5

I.Ihite Metis
2 University Entrance
University Entrance
11 General
General
I
6 Business Education
Business Education
7 Occupational
Occupational
27 Dropped Out
3
Dropped Out

49

Fíndings
The results of tabulating program choice in grades ten and eleven

by white, Metis and in relation to quartile rankings are shown in

Table XVI. Further differen,tiation of these results is shown in
Tabte XVI] (Program Choice by l^ihite and Metis); in Table XVTTI (Program
Choice by hihite and Metis expressed as a percentage); and in Table XVIX
(Comparison of Program Choice percentages with quartíle groupings of

to comprehend oral English).

ability

TABLE XVI]
PROGRAM CHOICE BY I,IHTTE AND METIS

white Metis Grade X choice

hlhite Metis Grade XT choice

11

10

University Entrance

6

9

5

45

General

I

24

General

3

11

Business

1

10

Busíness Education

1

30

Occupational

13

Occupational

2

9

DroPPed Out

40

Dropped Out

Education

L2

University Entrance

Findings
The results of a percentage tabulation of program choices by White
and Metis students are shorvn in Table XVTII.

A preponderance of White students entered the more demanding
academic course and this was balanced by a correspondingly high drop

50

out rate in gracle eleven. The most demanding course is the only

one

ivhích retains any considerable number of I^Ihite students.
Although very ferv Metis students entered the most demanding
academic course the drop-out rate was ni1.

A drastic drop-out rate

was found in the General and Occupational courses in grade eleven.

Sixty-nine per cent of the I^ihite students dropped out during
grades ten and eleven rvhile 50.1 per cent of the Metis students dropped

out.

In terms of numbers, horvever, this represents fourteen I^lhite

students and forty-nine Metis students

(Table XVII)

TABLE XVI]]
PROGRAM CHO]CE BY I^]HITE AND

tr^lhite Metis Grade X Choice
50

.5% Univers ity Entrance

.0%

22.7% 42.8% General

.6/"

70

.4% Business Education

4.5%

28

.5% Occupational

L3

9

99

"0% 8.5%
.8"/"

99 .7"A

Dropped Out

METIS EXPRESSED AS A

PERCENTAGE

Llhite Metis Grade Xf Choíce

.O% 9 .3%

Univers

5.0% 25.0%

General

30

5

.0%

L0

.4%

Bus

ity

Entrance

iness Education

13.5% Occupational
60

.O% 41.6% Dropped Out

TOTALS 100.0% 99 .B%

TABLE
COT,PARTSON

XTX

OF PROGRAM CHOTCE PERCENTAGES I,IITH QUARTTLE GROUPINGS
OF ABILITY TO COIæREHEND ORAL ENGLISH

(a) I^Ihites
Percentage

in

Quarti

1e

75-99
50-74
25-49
0-24

Quarti le

Percentage
Program
Choice

Grade X Course

Percentage
Program
Choice

Grade XI Course

26.0%

so.0%

University Ent.

17 .3%

22.7%

General

s.0%

Genera

34.4%

L3.6%

5.0%

2L.7%

4.s"/"

Business EducaËion
Occupa tiona 1

Business Education
Occupa tiona 1

9.0%

Dropped

Out,

30.0%

60.0%

University Ent.
1

Dropped Out

(b) Metis
Percentage

in
Quartile

75-99
50 - 74
25-49
o-24

Quarti

1e

PercenLage
Program
Choice

Percentage
Program
Grade X Course

University Ent.

ice

Grade XT Course

9.3%

Univers ity Ent.

Cho

L.7%

9.s%

L3.I%

42.8%

General

25.0%

General

3r.5%

r0.4%

L0.4%

Business Education

53.5%

28.s%

Business Education
Occupational

L3.5%

Occupationa I

Dropped Out

4t.6%

Dropped Out

8.s%

(Jr
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Findings
The results of tabulating program choice percentages rvith quartile

groupings of ability

to comprehend oral English are shov¡n in Table XIX.

Of the l^lhite students 43.3 per cent \^rere above the 49th percentile
in their ability

to comprehend oral English. However, 72.7 per cent of

the l^lhite students chose a college preparatory program in grade ten
(Universíty Entrance, General Course or a combination of the two). Only
35 per cent \.vere slill

in these programs by February of their grade

eleven year.

Of the l^lhite students 56.1 per cent \^/ere below the 50th percentile
but only 18.1 per cent chose non college preparatory programs. Only
5 per cent remained in these programs by February of their grade eleven
year.

Of the Metis students 14.B per cent were above the 49th percentile
in their ability
Ëhe

to comprehend oral English. Howeverr 52.3 per cent of

Metis students chose a college preparatory program in grade ten

(University EnËrance, General Course or a combination of the two).
34.3 per cenË were still

On1y

in these programs by February of their grade

eleven year.

Of the hlhite students 56.1 per cent rüere below the 50th percentile
but only 18.1 per cent chose non college preparatory programs. Only
5 per cent remained in these programs by February of their grade eleven
year.

Of the Metis students B per cent \^rere below the fiftieth

percentile

but only 38.9 per cent chose non college preparatory courses. 0n1y 23.9

53

per cent remained in these programs by February of their grade eleven
year.
Suurnary

Brown (L952) found that students above the fiftieth

in ability

percentile

to comprehend oral Englísh \¡rere capable of succeeding in

a

college preparatory high school course.
At Frontier Collegiate InstituËe 43.4 per cent of the l^Ihite
percentile but 72.7 per cent entered

students were above the fiftieth

a college pTeparatory program. fn February of their grade eleven year
only 35 per cent of this group

I^7ere

sti1l Ín a college preParat,ory

program.

Of the Metis students 14.B per cent v/ere above the fiftieth

per-

to comprehend oral English but 52.3 per cent

centíle in theír ability

entered a college preparatory program. In February of their grade eleven

year only 34.3 per cent were still
It is sígnificant,

in a college preparatory Program.

however, that the General Course is only

parËially acceptable as a college prepalatory course in Manitoba. Only
5 per cent of the I^lhite students were registered in the General

Course

in grade eleven while 25 per cent of the Metis students l{ere.
The

findings of

Brown (1952) appear

to be valid in terms of

University Entrance Course but not in terms of the General Course.

the

CHAPTER VT

LÏNGUISTIC DIFFERENCES BEThIEEN ENGL]SH AND ALGONKTAN

LANGUAGES

In order to ascertain some reasons for the inability

of the test

group to comprehend oral English adequately as well as to determine why

certain types of questíons on the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension
Test were consistently anslvered incorrectly it lvas necessary to isolate
and identify certain differences that. exist between English and

an

Algonkian language.
No problem

in education is so difficult

to deal with as language.

Even an attempted objective analysis of a language is fraught with

danger because of the emotíona1 and cultural aspects inevitably intruding

into the analysis.
learns his first
who provide love.

Language is our most deep-seated learning.

A person

language while he is helpless and ín the care of those
Language then, among other things, is a symbol of

whatever measure of love and security we possess as infant human beirrgs

in a strange and threatening rvorld. Learning another ianguage can be,
in effect, asking a child to leave hÍs mother, his family and the
security associated with 1ove. All the patterns of thought vocabulary,
pronunciation and senLence structure--which vrere once accepted

and

beneficial, are now intrusions and mistakes (Gue).
At another 1eve1, the Sapir-l^lharf hypothesis states in brief,
that our language is our "guide to social reality."

IrIe see

things not

as they really are but as our language teaches us. Beals and Hoyer
(1965, p. 636) citing Sapir, staËe:
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. The fact of the matter is that the real world is to a large
extent unconciously built on the language habits of the group. No
two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered as
representing the same social reality.
The worlds in v¡hich different societies live are distinct worlds, not merely the same world
with different labe1s attached.
In considering some examples of the reality different languages
represent one wonders why there is no word for ttgood-byett in

Cree?

Does this indicate they do not wish to terminate a social interaction?
Does it indicate they do noË know how to terminate such an interaction

because they are at Ëhe mercy of their language?
trr7hy

are there no specific past, present or future tenses in

Cree? Tíme is an ever-flowing present: I go yesterday, f go today,
I go tomorrorv. I,Ihy is there no masculine or feminine gender in

Cree

buË only an elusíve concept of 'ranimaterrortrinanimaËetrwhich renders
trf

lour" animate, and the

human arm ttinanimate?tr

tr^Iithin the English language there are many languages: middle

class and lower class English, for example. Middle class English tends
to be stilted and formal.

IË is stilted and formal to such an extent

that it appears inadequate Ëo express a depth of experience. In times
of emoÈional stress and anger, lower class language is used because of
its intensity of emotive expressiveness. Natíve peoples of Manitoba
tend to be more fluent in lower class English whÍle their teachers tend
Ëo be more fluent in middle class English.
Language is one of the earliest

learnings, one of the cultural

universals; and one of the deepest emoËiona1 experiences. In this
chapter, therefore, an effort is made to be objective concerning
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language. To assist in this objectivity elements of the history of
Indian languages are briefly discussed in order to give a context to
the linguistic

elements causing problems to the test group as revealed

by the Brorvn-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test.
The following aspects rvi1l be considered:

1. Indian

Languages

2. The Algonkian

Languages

3. The Cree Language
4. Communication tr^Iithin a Power StrucËure
5. Phonemic Elements
6. Morphology
7

. Structural Differences

B. An analysis of
Comprehens

ion
I.

Conrnon
Tes

Errors in the Brown-Carlsen Listening

t

TI{E TNDTAN Ij,NGUAGES

Not too many years ago a visitor
Metis community

\^Ias

to a school in an Indian or

almost certain to notice a neatly printed sign hung

in a conspicuous place which authoritatively
FORBTDDEN.TT

declared,

TTSPEAKING INDIAN

Although norvadays schools have a more enlightened attiËude

towards languages, many people still

believe that INDIAN is a language.

Occasionally a person is heard to express astonishment at the discovery

that two Indian people from different parts of the country cannot converse ín a native language.

Many

lvhite persons appear to be amazed to

discover that Indian groups have differenL physical feaËures, cultural
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backgrounds and that Cree is as different

from Sioux as English is

from Ukranian.

In North and South America there were 500 - 1000 different
Indian languages. Linguísts have grouped these languages in sixtyeight families.

I^Iar, disease, slavery and engulfment by European

languages have caused some languages to disappear but even yet there

are 300 - 400 fndían languages still

used in daily conrnunication

(Boas and Powe11).
Canada has

ten language families among its Indian population:

Algonkian, Athabaskan, Troquian, Sioux, Kootenayan, Salishan,
Tsimshian, Haida and Tlinkit.
and relatively

sma11 numbers

The latter

Wakashan,

six are in British Columbia

of Indians use these languages.

For the purposes of this study the following descripËion of
language family was used. Each language family or linguístic

has a

contrnon

a

group

grammatical structure and the basic words used in each

dialect group will have a

common

or related derivation.

The basic

be similar though each dialect may use one or more sounds

sounds will

unique to it.

In terms of language \..re can think of the Tndians who inhabited
the northern and east coast woodlands of North America as being of the
Algonkian linguistic

territory

family.

They occupied most of the woodland

of the Prairie Provinces, northern Ontario, Quebec, the

MariËimes and southwards betrveen the Appalachians and the Atlantic

into the present United States to near the Florida Everglades. In
additíon they occupied a V-shaped wedge in the United States south

and
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west of Lakes Superior, Michigan and Huron.

Some

of the Algonkians

had become Plainsmen and rvere known as Blackfoot, Gros Ventres and

Cheyenne. Anthropologists estimate that people of this linguistic

family enrered America around 8000 to 7000 B.c. (McNickle). As rhey
moved southwards

along the eastern slopes of the Rockies and

swung

east around the southern edge of the glaciers they eíther sub-divided
and left some groups behind such as the Blackfoot, Gros Ventres

(Atsina) and Cheyenne or else these last named groups came at a later
date or penetrated from the east. The mists of antiquity veil the
disËant past and theory and legend can provide only c1ues. The con-

stant movement of Indian groups throughout history a1lows one only to
make an

íntelligenL guess at movements prior to Ëhe 16th century.

However, as groups migrated throughout America and extended or

lost their territories,

the distance involved created isolated situ-

aËions in which unique vocabulary and sounds developed in Ëhe language.
From this arises the various dialect groups we fínd in t.he Algonkian

peoples today.
The Algonkian language has the largest number of speakers of

any linguistic

dialects:

group in Canada. It includes the following imporLant

Cree, Ojibwa, Algonkian, Montagnais, Naskapi, Malecite,

Micmac, Blackfoot, Piegan, Blood and Gros Ventres. I^Iithin these dialect

groups the Cree and Ojibwa (ca1led Saulteaux in Manítoba and

SaskaËchervan

and Chippe\,ra in the United States) are numerically the largest.
conmon

linguistic

This

base from the AËlantic to the Rocky Mountains looms

large in the history of Canada for early explorers. Fur Ëraders

and
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missionaries were able to secure lndian guides and interpreters in

the East and penetrate to the Rocky Mountains by following the

maps

and instructions given them by people from the various Algonkian

dialect groups encountered. Albeit the dialects varied greatly, the
common

base was sufficient

II.
trrlhat

to a1lo¡v for basic communicaLions.
THE ALGONK]AN LANGUAGES

is knqln of these Algonkian languages?

The Pilgrim Fathers in New England were greeted by Indians using

an Algonkian language. Cartier, Cabot and Champlain were greeted in

the Algonkian language. The first

Indian customers of the Hudsonrs

Bay Company spoke an Algonkian language. llenry Kelsey learned an

Algonkian language when he ventured into the interior of Rupertsland.
The first

Bible printed in the

New

Inlorld \.{as a translation into an

Algonkian language--Elliotrs Bible printed in 1663 for Massachusetts'

Indians. Various vocabulary 1ists, readers and spellers vrere developed
over the years and many efforts were made to analyze Algonkian language
structures.
A strikíng example of either ethnocentrism or inflexibility

of

the White mind can be found in examining efforts to analyze Indian
languages. Perhaps it only illustrates

how every man ís a prisoner of

hís own language. Most of the l^lhite people who examined Indian languages
did so from a base of Latin grammatical sËructures. They pushed, pu1led,
distorted and twisted the Indian languages to fit
Latin.

Even to this day some linguistic

the structure of

scholars, while adamantly
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declaiming the foolishness of previous grammarians, proceed along

similar lines (Logan).
The first

comprehensive grammar of an Algonkian language was

published in 1844. Entitled A

Grammar

of the Cree Language, I^iith

Which is Combined an Analysis of the Chippervay Dialect, it was written

by Joseph llowse, an employee of the Hudsonrs Bay Company and a resident
for twenty years in Prince Rupertrs Land.
Joseph Howse had evidently made a thorough study of everything

available on the subject of Algonkian languages and of the various
attempts at developing grammars. Hor¿sets grammar \,/as so well

done

Ëhat it has served as the basís for all other studies of Cree and

has

been used as a model for many other Indian language gramars (Ellis).

In 1862, in Fort Garry, Ëhe Venerable Archdeacon James Hunter
delivered a lecture to the fnstitute

of Rupert's Land on the grammatical

construction of the Cree language, which was supplemented by a series
of charts showing paradigms of several Cree "verbs" worked out in great
detail.

This lecture was later published in 1875 under the tit1e,

A

Lecture on the Grarmratical ConstrucËion of the Cree Language. This
gave considerable insight into the complexity of the Cree verbs.

Other gramnars and dictionaries were published as the years progressed but no finer work than Howse's became available until

1964 when

Robert A. Logan published Cree Language Structure and Introduction to

a Cree English Dictionary. R. A.
enged

Logan's rvorks have been

either chall-

or ignored by most Cree linguists. Nevertheless, all

speakers are excited about his

works. His insights into

Cree

Ëhe language,
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his unorthodox approach and subsequent development of a

neür grammatical

system which accurately descríbes the Cree language, makes hím, in the

opínion of Indians, a foremost authority on Cree grammar.
In order to clarify

the problem of structure in Algonkian

languages iË is necessary to discuss a recreated languagerProto Algonkian.
Through study of various dialects and application of modern linguistic

techniques of investigation, certain linguists have recreated the

Algonkian rrMother language'r from which, it is maintained, developed all

the modern languages of the Algonkian family.

The works of Howse, Logan

and legends of the Algonkian peoples dispute this hypothesis.
Joseph Howse, whose work with Cree people v¡as at a time when the

English language had little

influenced the Cree language believed that

it was the oldest and purest of the various Algonkian dialects.

He

considered it "the leading native language of all the tribes belonging

to the British Settlements in North Americarr (Howse). Based on this
belief he developed his grammar of the language. The basic structure
developed applies equally to all dialects of Cree and other families in
Ëhe Algonkian grouP.

Each dialect of Cree has

substitutions of certain

dù

one of its chief differences the

sounds 1n conrnon

words. The grammatical con-

struction of the language is noË affected by these sound changes.
The word 'rnorr is the same in the dialects except for the letter
l_n

capitals.

(There are many words f or 'rno.r' This is simply used

an example. )

Churchill River
Praírie

Cree

Cree

dialect

moTHa

TH

moYa

Y dialect

as
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Swampy Cree

moNa

N

dia lect

Moose Cree

moLa

L

díalect

moRa

R dialect

North EasÈ Ontarío
and Quebec

Although a superficial example, the principle of dialectical
change is applicable to very complex comparisons.

Robert A. Logan, \,rith his creative development of a descriptive
Cree grammar based on new principles,

also has arrived at the conclusion

that the Mother language of the Algonkian dialects was Cree. llis study
of Cree roots leads him to believe that the
this language by other dialect groups

name

given Ëo speakers of

t'Nayheeyawukrr means

the "precisely

speaking people." He maintains Ëhis has reference to the fact that the
'rNayheeyawuktr

maintained the origína1 manner of speech while other

Ëribes developed other forms of the Cree language as Ojibway, Montagnais,
Delaware, etc.
The earliest historical

references of traders and missionaries

to the Cree referred to them as Kínistineaux, Klistineaux, Christineaux
and various spellings of what was obviously the same word. These lrere
Ëhe words used

by neighbouring Algonkían dialect groups to refer to the

Cree. Robert A. Loganrs study of Algonkian roots leads him to believe
that the words derive fromrrKinistenoag'r r¡hich means "they who were
firsË.tt
Finally Ëhe legends of many Algonkian Ëribes refer dimly to
distant past when all the people were of one tribe and they were
Nayheeyawuk or the rrprecisely (same) speaking people." The writer

a
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firnly

believes that Truth is every bit as likely to be found in

legend as in the field of comparative linguistics.
Adherents Ëo the hypothesis of a proto Algonkian language

believe the historíca1 continuum can be represented diagrammatically
(Genetic Classifications in Algonquian, p. 36).

A

ch

Pt

B1

Sh

PeAb

MaPa

Mc

Key

PA - Proto Algonquian
PEA -

Proto Eastern Algonquian

A

Arapaho

PI

Ch

Cheyenne

Sh

B1
F
C

M

o

PotawaËomi
Shawnee
Delaware

Blackfoot

D

Fox
Cree
Menomini
Oj ibwa

PeAb MaPa -

Natick - Narragansett
PenobscoË - Abnaki
Malecite - Passamaquoddy

Mc

Micmac

N

Howse, Logan and Algonkian legends place all

developing from Cree with Plains and/or
remaining form of the Mother language.

In/oods

language and dialects
Cree being Ëhe purest

as
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III.

THE CREE IANGUAGE

Whatever the truth may be, let us turn to the present day Cree

speaking peoples. These people, Indian and Metis, by conservative

estimate number approximately 2001000 (Cree Studies, p. 4).

Their

close 1ínguistic brothers, the Ojibwa (Saulteaux) speaking Indian
Metis, number approximately 1301000. As most Cree speakers are

and

more

to the north, more isolaËed, and therefore less acculturaËed than the
Saulteaux, the Cree language will be examined. It is the predominant
language of business and cotnmerce in a broad belË extencling from the

Rockies to Labrador. Tens of thousands of Cree speak and understand

no Englísh. Church services are conducted in Cree, nevrspapers are

printed in it and radio broadcasts in Cree are transmitted across the
North. TË is now becoming a language of instruction in schools both
as a first

and second language.

As a typical Algonkian dialect what is this Cree like?

It is

no hodge podge of sounds. It does not, like some l^lhite people think,

consist of grunts, groans, and a few hundred words.
It is a language of beauty; beauty of sound, clarity,
ness, regularity.

precise-

It is a language of richness; rich in words, vowels,

imagery and syrnbols. It is an oral language; a language of oraËory
and poetry.

It contains few harsh sounds. IË is a language which,

like all languages, has evolved over tens of thousands of years. It
is different as al1 languages are different.

It enabled its speakers

to categoríze tribal experiences and its strucËure reflecEed the
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interrelationships of language, culture and environment

It served

its people and its structure shaped their world view.
It was an oral language but now is more than that.

In

1841,

the Rev. James Evans, at Norway House, Rupertrs Land, invented

a

syllabic system of writing Cree. For a language of such preciseness
and regularity as is the Cree, Ëhe syllabic system matches it in

clarity and brevity,
The whole syst.em is phoneËic and the unit ís a sy11able rather

than a letter.

There are large symbols and small s1'rnbols. The smal1

symbols represent síngle sounds but the large symbols represent

syllables consisting of a consonant and a following vowel. The shape
of the characËer indicates the consonant sound, while the vor¡e1

sound

of the syllable which Ëhe character represents is indicated by the
degree of clockwise orientation of Ëhe character. As there are only

eleven rotating symbols for syl1ables and three rotating and four fixed
symbols for non-sy11ables, the system can be learned in a short time.

Slightly differenË systems are used for French and English.

Examples

used here are from Ëhe English syllabic system and of the Plains Cree

dialect.

A

pee

poo

n
tee

too

¿

t

Pay

pu

paa

P

U

(--

Ëay

tu

¿,/
taa

T
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Cree can also be written using Roman orthography but serious
problems of how to represent sounds arise.

As there is no agreement

on this matter wríLers tend to use any system which appeals to

them

and considerable confusion results.
What is so different

about the structure of the Cree language

and horv does it affect the thinking patterns of those whose mother

tongue it is?

The following quotations are all from Cree Language

sÈructure and rntroducËion to a cree English Dictionary by Robert A.
Logan and published by University Microfilms, Inc., Ann Arbor, Michigan.
One of the greatest handicaps in the study of the Indian languages has been the lack of appreciation of the differences in the
sequences of ideas in the mind of a native speaker and the sequence
of ideas in the mind of a speaker of European languages.

If an English speaker saysr'rI see you" the sequence of ideas in
hís mind is: himself, the speaker; the acËion of seeing performed
by the speaker and directed toward the person to whom he ís speaking" But if a native speaker of cree \.^/ere to attempt to convey the
same general information to a companion Cree-speaker the sequence
of ideas in his mind would be quite different. Automatically would
spring into the field of his mental vision the image of the person
to whom he íntended to speak; it would be instinctive for him to
think first of the other person--just as it would be instinctive
for an English speaker to think firsË of himself. NexË in his
sequence of ideas would be the idea that the person addressed is
the targeË of an action performed by the speaker; the mental image
or idea of the speaker himself being the last on the 1ist.
Although seldom realízed, the English language is a double
language. I,rIe have vocal or sound symbols which represent ideas.
Theoretícally, each such sound synbol is bounded by a short pause
unless it is compounded with another to form a ner"r or slightly
different idea-symbol. such a sound symbol, whether representing
one idea or a compounded one representing several ideas, is called
a word. To convey an ídea of action by, or condition of, a specified material by the use of the English language requires the use
of more than one word--except in a few instances. A group of sound
ttidea-symbols" or words used for this purpose is termed a sentence.
This is the English language of sound symbols, but the other English
language is one of visual sy.rnbols, not represenLing basic ideas but
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representing the sound symbols r¿hich in turn represent the ideas
of materials, aclions and conditíons. This differs from such
visual languages as chinese, rvhere the visual idea-s¡rmbols may
have no connection with the sound symbols used for the same ideas.
ïn our visual language, words are separated by spaces or gaps,
even when grouped together to form a sentence. Therefore, \{e may
be said to thínk in terms of words rather than sentences, although
the only purpose of words is Ëo be used in the construction of
sentences

.

The old cree-speakíng people did not have a written language aË
the time when columbus discovered America. Their oral idea-s1'rnbols
vrere not individual words. with few exceptions, they used ideasymbols compounded into sentences. I^Ihen they heard certain sounds
they knew what ideas úrere represented by those sounds, even if the
sound seemed to the European ear Ëo run together into something
like long words . tr^Ihen the Europeans heard these utterances they
mistook them for words and listed them accordingly. Thus was Ëhe
of the Algonquian languages handicapped from rhe very srarr.
:a:01
One feature of Cree, and other Algonquian languages, is that
Ëhere are tr^ro methods of arranging the ideas expressed by almost
any sentence. ïn one method there is the equivalent of a personal
pronoun before the section corresponding to the verb, when the
actor or person described is a First or second person, as in the
English statements, t'I am readingr" ttyou are sickrtt buË in the
oËher method the cree symbol for Ëhe action comes before the indi-

cator of a person, as in the English statements, "rt is reading r
is sick you are."

am fdoingJr" and "It

Because nearly all modern European languages call for the use
of a personal pronoun before the verb, the early European students
of Algonquian languages assumed Ëhat the Indian form most resembling
their or.ùn vras the principal or normal form of the rndian sentence.
They called it Ëhe Tndicative Mood. The method which employs no
pronoun before the verb was ca1led Ehe subjuncËive Mood.
:":":"rt

The so-called subjunctive Mood of the cree language is the normal
or instinctive form of idea sequence in the mind of a cree fndian
who does not know English or French and who has not been influenced
by reading books rvritten in cree by I^lhitemen whose vrords may have
been Cree but whose ideas still followed the sequences of their orvn

mother- tongues

The Cree Method rvhich has the First and Second Person indicaËor
before the action-indicator is used when the main topic of the
utËerance is the firsL person to be indicated, something like 'rI
InoË someone else] am reading.rt
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Grammarians learned in the languages of Latin, English and
French have found much to confuse them in trying to separate the
transitive and intransitive verbal forms of the Cree language.
This is only natural, because they were looking for Cree forms
which would correspond with Latin forms.

The designers of the Cree language had no interest whatsoever
in transitive or intransitive verbal forms (Logan, pp. 37-39).

ïV.

COì.{VIUNICATION I^IITHIN

A

POl^fER STRUCTURE

It is importanË to reaLize that, contrary to popular and uninformed opinion, Cree people do noL live in a language vacuum. They
have been raised and learned to communicaEe in a hígh1y developed and

satisfactory language. They have a full co¡mnítment to the language
and all that that ímplies.

They have, as a result of that language,

a fully developed set of concepLs, alray of categorízing things and

a

way of thinking.

Indian and Metis Cree speakers use their language Ëo do more
than communicate. They may sometimes use iË as a defensive mechanísm.

If a White

man vrants

an fndian to do someËhing and the Indian does not

'branË

to do it,

it may appear that the White man is not understood.

I^Ihen

one is in the presence of a White man with authority, and most

I,rihite people in native cormnunities are in a position of authoriËy, it

is not rvise to say "No.'r It is better to pretend not to understand.
If one is asking a favor of a l^IhiËe man, such as geËting credit
at the store, it would be humiliating to be reprimanded and refused.
There is less chance of personal humiliation if risky business is

carried on through an inËerpreter.

Tf, through an interpreter, a

man
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is refused credit, less status will be lost if one can raEionalize
that the interpreter failed to convey the correct meaning.
If an angry parent rvishes to reprimand a teacher, the interpreter is able to act as a modifying element. The parent can vent his
anger in Cree and feel quite safe that the interpreter will

translate

in a manner guaranteed not Eo incense the teacher.
By speaking in Cree to onets friends while in the presence of

a White man, one is able to make disparaging remarks such as críLícízing the personts dress, mannerisms, and commenting generally on that
individualt s s tupidiËy without running any risks
Llhen conrnunicating

\^rhatsoever

.

or attempting to communicate with Indians

it must be realized thaË factors other than comprehension of oral
English are of considerable importance. I^Ihite men are generally in
positions of power and aut.hority over Indians.

On many occasions l^lhite

persons are on a "fly by nighËrrmission. They f1y or drive into an
area with the intention of completing Ëheir business as soon as possible
and getting back home. Often the ideas presented are quite new to the

Indian people. The ideas may have considerable merit.

The man from

the Goverrunent Department has given considerable Èhought to these ideas
and planned a course of action.

He ü/ants immediate

reaction from the

Indian or Metis people. They, understandably, \^iant to consider the
ideas carefully and resent being pressed for immediaËe
perhaps a decision.

conmrents and

The fear element enters into the picture.

If they

are frank about their desire to consider the ideal in detail at their
leisure the Government represenLative may feel they are not cooperaLing.
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They may disagree r¿ith the proposal entirely.

But these White men are

powerful people. They have a thousand and one subtle ways of using

their po\,./ers. Financial grants may be withheld, delayed or decreased
in amount. fndians have learned through sad experience that open

non

cooperation with I^Ihite people is of ten unwise. Thus, in the situation

described the rndian people may say very litËle or let their sirence

be interpreted as assent. Following the return of the l^Ihite man to the
city there may be prolonged discussion and consideration of the idea by
Ëhe local people. In view of the unique situation of the local community

it may be determined that the government plan is not wanted. But the
Tndian silence was interpreted as assent. by the government man.

The

only defence 1eft. is to do one of two things or a combination of the
two. FirsË, resist the program passively or secondly, mainËain they
did not understand. The second is a

common

reaction and further i1lus-

trates the use of language as a defensive mechanísm. Fortunately the
elemenË

of fear is a less powerful factor today and the Indian-Metis

people are more apt to voice their objections to making a hasty decision

in the first

place. Nevertheless Ehe perseverance of the culËural trait

described above has serious implications in a classroom setËing.
V.

Tnasmuch as

PHONEMIC ELE}.G}TIS

Frontier School Division lf4\ serves students

whose

mother tongue is either Cree, Saulteaux or English, which has been

influenced by Ëhese languages, the phonemic and structural elements of
Cree, as a typical Algonkian dialect, will be analyzed. The phonemic
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and structural elements of both dialects are similar with the fol1ow-

ing exceptions. Saulteaux contains an ttshtt sound. It tends to

use

the "zrr sound to replace the Cree "stt sound and it replaces the

Cree

ttsktt sound with a ttcktt sound. The Cree ttamisktt becomes rramickrt in

saulteaux. The cree

Itmooserr becomes ttmooztt

in saulteaux. The cree

says the English ttshoestr and ttmarshtr as ttsooestt and rrmarsetr while the
Saulteaux, having the I'shrr sound would pronounce it exactly as the

English do (Ilorden)

.

With the above exceptions, the following descriptions will
accuraLely describe the linguistic

backgrounds of Cree or Saulteaux

speakíng students in the test group.

(a) Major Vowel

Sounds

Vowels in Canadian English

Approximate Cree Equivalents
Vor¿el Sounds Using English Examples

(i)

as in sit

(i)

as in sit

(e) as in set

(ií)

as in seat

(ae) as in sat

(.)

as ín set

(a) as in sought

(a) as in sun

(a) as in but

(aa) lengËhened form of (a)

(o) as inttgonnatr

(o) as in book

(u) as in

push

(+) as in

women
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(b) Major Diphthongs
Canadian English

(iV)

ApproxÍmate Cree Equivalents

as in seat

None. Pure vowel sounds are used.

(ey) as in ate
(ow) as in boat
(rr)

as in tooth

(oy) as in boil
("y)

as in sigh

(ay) as in site
(aw) as in

cror'rn

(aw) as in out
Cree is distinctive

Ín that vorvel length gives a different

ing fo a word. Vowel length may
otherwise identical words
Tongue

be

the only fea ture separating

meantr^ro

.

position is an important factor in the production of

vowel sounds. The following diagrams illustrate

the difference.

dotted lines in the Cree chart indicate that the sounds overlap.
(Soveran, page 9)

TONGUE POSITIONS FOR VOI^IELS

Low

The
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Eng 1i sh

Cree

(c)

ConsonanLs
S

tops

Canadian English

Cree

Voiced

Unvoíced

b

(ba11)

p

(pu11)

P

e

(eo)

k (kiss)

t

t

j

k

d (di 11)

r (ri11)

vc

Voiced

UnvoÍced

Fricatives
Voiced

Unvoiced

v (voice)

f

o (thistle)

ö (then)

s (sing)

z (zíng)

X

V

(sure)

h

Voiced

Unvoiced

(foo1)

(azure)
h
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Nasals

Canadian English

Cree

Voiced

Voiced

m

(mo

ther )

m

n (never)
(s

n

ing)

Lateral Continuant
lateral)

1

(

r

(rat)
Semi-Vowels

r^r

(wi 11)

w

y

(yon)

v

As índicated above there are no voiced consonanLs in Cree. In

English the use of voiced and unvoiced consonants are significant
signals in comprehending oral English. Many children of the Algonkian
linguistÍc

family understand English poorly because they have never

been taught to hear a difference and therefore never respond to it

a separate signal.
o\¡rn

Nor do they make the distinction clear in Ëheir

pronunciaËion of English.

VI.

MORPHOLOGY

All Algonkian languages are primarily verbal and inflected.
They have as Ëheir base the verb and to this are added suffixes and

as
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prefixes to indicaËe exactly

whom

or what is spoken about, who is

being spoken to, and who is included in the conversation. The affixes
also determine the nature of the thing being discussed. All objects
are divided into an animate and inanimate classification

and the

affixes have to determine not only this but also whether the object
under discussion is singular or p1ura1.
The difficulties

made

evident by the results of the Brown-

Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test are difficult

to relate specifÍc-

a1ly to the morphology of Cree. However, note must be taken of certain
elemenËs

which, if not confusing as single words, can be assumed to

cause contextual problems.

Algonkian languages categotLze words as anímaLe or inanimate-moving or sti11 objects.
method of categorízatíon.

No particular

logic, however, governs the

As one would expect, a word such as rrater

is animate--it moves. Hov¡ever a dock or pier is also classified

as

animate. Trees are animate--they obviously move, albeit slowly,
upwards. However, a

human arm

child has great dífficulty

is classified as inanimate. The Cree

in learning the English concept of gender.

No "he" or "she'r exist in Cree. The illogic

fusing.

Why

of English is also con-

is a ship a'rshe"? Many Cree children confuse the use of

gender and in oral situations puzzle greatly over a conversation whÍch

might go as follows:
rrHow

are your parents?tt

t'l^1e11,

he is fine but she has not been feeling too well.rl

Tn many cases a considerable period of silence will

follo\,r

as
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the Cree person struggles with the intricacies of gender to attempt to
determine ivhether it is the father or the mother who is i11.

A similar situation exists in terms of general pronouns.

English has first,

second and third persons singular and plural.

Algonkian languages have five such distinctions which allows it to

be

highly specific.
It makes considerable use of inclusive and exclusive pronouns.
Ambiguity is thus avoided as antecedents are quite clear.

The confusing

quesËion of whose bicycle is being ridden in the following sentence ís

not possible in Cree.
rrJohn saw Bill

ride his bicycle down the Street.rt

The use of an inflected noun to form a prepositional phrase is

again a pattern thaË causes problems for the Cree child when dealing

with English prepositional phrases.
English

Cree

river

s ].Pr-

at the ríver

s

ipíkh

In English you put a preposition before the noun Ëo indicate
position or relatíon.

In Cree you inflect the noun. Evidence of con-

siderable confusion in oral comprehensíon ivi11 appear in regard to
prepositions in the analysís of the Brown-Carlsen Listening

Comprehen-

sion Test.
Plurality

in Cree is indicated by the adjective rather than both

the noun and the adjective in English.

Example:

Cree:

one book

ten book

English:

one book

ten

books
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V]I.

STRUCTURE

I,Iord order and sentence patterns are not as important as they

are in English. Sentences in Cree can have the subject - verb - object
order but the sentence does not have to remain in this order to

be

undersLood. No articles establish any expected order in the sentence
and modifying words do not have to proceed Lhe noun rnodified. Word

form ís more important than the word order which gives meaning to

English (E11is).
The following sentence in three word order forms ranges from an

intelligible

thought, t.o a confusing one, and finally

ends up

as

gibberish.
T am going to leave for work soon.
To leave for work T soon am going.

f for work leave to soon am going.
fn Cree the sentences would all be quite intelligible.
Tense is developed with Cree from an entirely different

concept

than Englísh tense" English has a myriad of tenses each raËher precise

in differenËiating time and space. This is indicated by various verb
forms. Cree tense is developed on a continuum whose focal point is
presenË time.

The concept involved is that of presenË acËíon completed,

present action, and present action not yet undertaken. In short, the

verb is timeless as in Greek. Markers show past or future, not the
verb. Once again it will be appreciated that the Cree child is not
faced with simply learning a few \^/ords or conjugating a verb.

That is

7B

difficult

enough as the reader's experíence with school French will

have Ëaught him. The greatest difficult,

to understand the

ne\Á/

however, is helping the child

conceptual framework of the tense system with

which he must work
The concepts of time are so different
examples in English.

that one hesitates to give

The following examples only serve t.o illustrate

the present tense orientation of Cree in relation to English.
English --

f havenrt seen him
(verb indicates time)

I dídntt see him
(verb is present, the did expresses

Cree Translation --

completed action)

To confuse matters still

more is the fact that the Cree equiv-

alent of subordinate clauses do not equaËe with the English. Usually
in English we expect the clause to be composed of a number of ¡vords.
In Cree one
sense, i.".,

\,zord may express

the thought in eíther a main or subordinate

It is raining.

'rKimíwanrt

The Cree grammaËica1 system lacks a precise equivalent to

English infinitive

mood. Thus r^re tend Lo have Cree children,

who

Lhe

learn

English as a second language, avoid using the infinítive.
Example 1.

Example 2.

making

English

f want you to

Cree

I want that you come.

English

Ird líke to ge

Cree

Irm going

In the last example

one

a request, is apt to

be

come.

home.

home.

can easily see that the Indian child, rn
considered impertinent by his teacher
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Until the child is fluent, to the extent that he thinks in English,
such constructions are apt to cause him either to express a wrong

thought as in example 2 or a strangely constructed one as in example 1.

Similar strange patterns result. with regard to translation by
the child in relation to degree.
In English we say:
I

am r¿arm.

I

am

warmer than you"

f

am

warmest. (The "of all" is understood)

Tn the superlaËive degree the Cree language uses the complete

form and children tend to say in English.

I

am r¿armest

than all"

Cree does not have a possessive case for nouns. Thus the child,

wiËh his well-developed Cree word patterns, tends to be redundant in

English.

English -- The mants house is by the river.
Cree

-- The man his house is by the river.

A similar but more serious problem which frequently arises con-

cerns the acceptable ansr,{er to an interrogative and leading question.
Consider the begínning teacher who has had to reprimand a student for

running in the school hallruay, The teacher is apt to complete the conversation by saying: rtYou arentt going to do that again, are you?t' In
English the student is expected to say, "No." This, of course, is
completely i1logica1.

Logically, the child would rep1y, "yes, f

going to run in the hall again.rr

am noL
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Logical or not, English has developed a pattern of language
which demands a rrNotr ansrnrer.
The opposite approach is taken in Cree. Here the correct and

acceptable answer is in the positive.

Many

a Cree child has been pun-

ished for impertínence because of this minor difference ín language

habits.

The teacher who deals with Cree children must learn to avoid

questions and statements whích may lead to seemingly ambiguous or con-

tradictory ans$rers.
I^lith this brief sketch of some of the more important differences
the ítem analysis of the Brown-Carlsen Test rvi11 now be examined in
order to determine the root causes of certain primary errors committed
by large numbers of students.
VIÏT.

AN ANALYSIS OF ERRORS

IN

THE BROI^JN-CARLSEN

LTSTENING COMPREHENSION TEST

(a) Tnrnediate
The students performed relatively

Reca11

well on this part of the test.

QuesLion eight which dealt with reca11 of prepositions caused

sixty-six students to give a \.vrong response. Thís can be attributed to
the basic difference in structure of an Algonkian and English language
in regard to use of prepositions.
Questions fifteen and seventeen which demanded recall of inform-

ation in the preceding questions proved difficult.
Summary

No great difficulty

r^ras

evidenced by the test of immediate recall.
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Most of the questions hinged around recall of numerals and reflects

the fact that English numerals are extensively r:sed in all communitÍes
in Frontier School Divis íon

lf48

.

(b) Following Directions
The Following Directions sub Ëest consisted of tr^/enËy items

which required that students do simple number combinations. As all
numbers were

smaller than ten it is posited that ariËhrnetical inade-

quacies did noË account for the large number of incorrect responses "
The first

question in the sub-test (question 18) was "The number

above the second vowel is----.'r

It appears unlikely that any grade

nine sËudent would be unaware of the meaning of rrsecondt' orrrvowelrryet
fifty-five

students out of one hundred thírty-eight

response or no response (nine) at all.

gave an incorrect

From the analysis of the Cree

language given at the beginning of this chapter it appears that the

word causing the problem of oral comprehension would be the preposítion
rrabove.rr

The second question in the sub-test (question 19) was t'Multiply
Ëhe

next to the smallesË number by the smallest number and add the

smallesË number to it.rr

Seventy-four students gave an incorrecË response

or no response (twenty-one). The analysis of the Cree language indicated
that the superlative form of an adjective of degree is constructed
differently.

There are in the directions two problems of comprehension:

one hinging on the use of the superlative and the other on Ëhe preposi-

tion trnext.rr
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The follorving summary identífies

the specific problem(s) in

each of the remaining questions. The number of incorrect responses

appears in brackets.

Question 21 -

adjective of degree (75)

Question 22 -

adjective of degree, preposítion (75)

Question 23 -

preposition (84)

QuesËion 24 -

adjective of degree (68)

QuesËion 25 -

adjectíve of degree (85)

Question 26 -

preposition (73)

Question 27 -

preposítion, adjective of degree (69)

Question 28 -

preposition, adjective of degree (102)

Question 29 -

preposition, adjective of degree (92)

Question 30 -

adjective of degree (59)

Question 31 -

prepositions (66)

Question 32 -

preposition (60)

Question 33 -

preposition (74)

Question 34 -

preposition (92)

Question 35 -

preposiËion, adjectives of degree (102)

Question 36 -

prepositions (83)

Question 37 -

prepositions (100)

Sunnnary

Prepositions and adjectives of degree, being formed dífferently
ín Cree than in English, apparently contribute greatly to the difficulties of comprehendíng oral English by students from the Algonkian linguistic
group.
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(c)

Recognizing Transitions

The Recognizing Transitions sub-test consisted of eight items
r¿hich tested the students' ability

to determine whether a sentence

r¡/as

introductory, transitional or concluding. This tlpe of question
assumes

that comprehension of oral English is related to the listenerrs

ar¡rareness

of the function of transitional words and phrases within

sentence contexLs. All the sentences used in the test contained subordinaËe clauses and/or prepositional phrases.
Tn only one of the questions did the majority of students give

the correct responses. fn the one referred to, seventy-seven gave
correct response while sixty-one answered incorrectly.
this one s entence
ques

\^/as

the f irs t

(

ques

tion

38

) and the

a

Significantly
eas

ies t tes t

Ëion.
The eight sentences used for test purposes contained fourteen

prepositional phrases, three infinítives
these is used differently

and five clauses. Each of

in Cree and English and their use in conjunc-

Ëion appear to have caused considerable confusion.
Sunmary

The sentences contained subordinate clauses or infinitive

phrases or prepositional phrases or a combination of each. It is

posited that the complexity of sentence strucËure caused the majority
of students to give incorrect resPonses.
(d) Recognizing Word

Meaníngs

The Recognizing Word Meanings sub-test attempted to determine

B4

the ability

of students to give the correct dictionary meaning for

particular rvords as used in a sentence context.
Tn only one sentence (question fifty)

did the majority of sLud-

ents give a correct response (102). The life experiences of the
students seem to have allowed them to master the idea that 'rdull'r is
synon)¡mous

with

Tdioms,

as particularly

rrs

tupidi ty.rl

homon¡rms

dífficult

and synonJ¡ms in any language are recognized

for non-native students to comprehend

and

the test results indicate that students of the Algonkian language
family experience such difficulties

when learning English.

Surmnary

I¡Iord meanings governed
Lhe

by context were beyond comprehension by

majority of students tested.
(e) Lecture Comprehension
The Lecture Comprehension sub-test consisted of lecturing

I'reading" a story concerned v¡ith the value of increasing your vocabulary.
Reading time was approximately twelve minutes. The significance of the

test results were considerable inasmuch as the lecture method, socialized
recitation and other discussion techniques play such a major role in
high school. The lecture method assumes a 1evel of skill

in the

hension in oral English which needs no remediation. Teachers

any

compre-

assume

students can understand and will understand if they can be motivated to
1ísten intentlY.
The sub-test consisted of Ër^/enty-one questions concerning content
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of the twelve minute lecture.

In only two questions (questions fifty-

six and fifty-seven) did the majority of students give a correct
response. The correct responses numbered one hundred thirteen
seventy-seven respectively.

and

The content upon which the questions \¡Iere

based was humorous in nature and wasrrlecturedrr in the first

thirty

seconds of the tesË.
The rather even distribution

of incorrect ansrrers makes analysis

impossible except to posit that the students guessed wildly.

The wild

guesses may have been as a result of poor moËivation which caused the

students to ignore the lecturer or evidences complete inabilíty

to

com-

prehend the sophistication of oral English heard.
Sunrnary

Very little

factual. knowledge

rnras

retained by students after

a

twelve minute lecture.
Conclusíons

Structural differences between an Algonkian language and Englísh
cause difficulty

to Cree and Saulteaux children in comprehending oral

English. Structural patterns developed in Algonkian interfere with
comprehension of English sLructural patterns.

specifically

The test evidenced this

in regard to prepositions, prepositional phrases, infini-

tive phrases, adjectives of degree and clauses. In addition phonemic
differences between the languages may be hypothesized to be a severe
handicap but the test

t^¡as

not specifically designed to discover Ëhis.

Nevertheless phonemic differences would likely be a predominant handicap
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in every aspect of the test.
The results of Èhe analysis indicate Lhat considerable work in

the area of comprehension of oral English should be undertaken with
most studenËs entering Front.ier Co1legíate who come from areas rvhere

the predominant language is an Algonkian language or where the English
spoken has been greatly influenced by Algonkian language structures

and íts phonemic system.

CHAPTER

VIÏ

SIIMMARY, INTERPRETATION AND RECOI'ß{ENDATIONS

Frontier School Division ll49

r¡ras

created to provide educaËÍon

for young people in the remote and semi-remote areas of Manitoba.
Covering Lwo-thÍrds of the geographical area of the province the school

division serves children of

whom

the majority are Metis, thaË is, of

mixed Indian and Euro-Canadian ancestry. Schools of varying síze are

located in the villages and serve the educational needs of children
from kindergarten to grade eight.

Two schools

in larger settlements

offer a partial high school program buË the majority of grade eíght
graduates aËtend a residential high school cal1ed FronËier Collegiate

at Cranberry PorËage in Manitoba.
The stated purpose of Frontier Collegiate is to inculcate in its

student body, inËe1lectual skills
which wíll fit

and knorvledge as well as social ski11s,

the students to enter the dominant society with an educa-

tional background that will enable them to compete on equal terms with
graduates of any other high school. The emphasis upon the dominant

society is necessary, for the Metis cornrnunities are no longer able

Ëo

absorb more than a minority of the young people in the traditional

ways

of earning a living.

The rapid decline of the importance of trappíng,

fishing and independent pulp wood ventures has caused employrnent problems even for adults presently resident in existing Metis communities.
The majority of grade eight graduates enroll in grade nine at

Frontier Collegiate but Lhe number that graduate from high school is

BB

disproportionately sma11. of those entering grade ten, the majoriËy
of Metis students are enrolled in high school programs which are the
least academically difficult.

Teachers of Metis children explain the

program choice and the disproportionate drop-out rate in several \¡/ays.

Of primary importance is the language problem and particular stress is

to communicate ora11y and in written form. Of lesser

puË on inability

importance is a general form of reticence in interpersonal relation-

ships between student and teacher.
This study looked for an explanation of Ëhese concerns
an investigation of the ability

Ëhrough

of grade nine students in Frontíer

Collegiate to comprehend oral English in comparison to I^Ihite students
in non-Metis counnunities. ft further attempted to discover if
relationship existed between inability

a

to comprehend oral English

and

program choices in grades ten and eleven. rn addition, a sËudy was
made

of the linguistic

family, Algonkian, from which the majoríty of

Metis students derive their native language, and to discover which
unique features of language created barriers in comprehending oral
English

"

A surmnary of the

ign and findings of the s tudy is made in

des

this final chapter. The interpretatíon of these findings points to the
recommendations made for the education of Metis students in Frontier

Collegiate and for further research.

Ï.

SUMMARY

Data concerning the

OF THE DESIGN OF THE STUDY

ability of student.s enrolled in grade nine

B9

at Frontier Co11egíate to comprehend oral English were collected in
November

of 1968. The testing instrument used was the Brown-Carlsen

Listeníng Comprehension Test. The data were subjected to an item
analysis.

A study of phonemic and structural elements of the Algonkian

linguistic

family of languages rvas undertaken. Then a specific analysis

of the Cree and Saulteaux dialects vras completed. The results of the
study were applied to the iËem analysis in an attempt to isolate unique
language differences in a structural and phonemic sense which were

creaËíng barriers to the comprehension of oral English.

the linguistic

Tn order to put

differences ín a suitable context, a brief history of the

language was developed and the total role of language in a culture

r'ras

noted.

In November of 1969 and February of 7971, information was extracted
from individual student file

cards regarding program choices in grades

ten and eleven.
The percentile ranking of all sËudents in the test group

vras

completed. Distribution by quartiles was calculated in order to determine
the percentages of students in each quartile.
Frequencies of standard scores rvere calculated in order to determine if there Ì^Ias a difference between male and female medians

and

between White and Metis students.

Finally a comparison betrseen percentile ranking and program
choices in grades ten and eleven was undertaken in an attempt to estab-

lish a relationship beLween the trvo. Because of the large number of
students from the Ëest group who left school during the three year period,

only gross comparisons rvere possible.
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I].

SUMMARY

OF THE FIND]NGS

The findings of the item analysis by response to the Broum-

Carlsen Listeníng Comprehension Test indícated that linguistic

differ-

ences in English and Cree were causing predictable barriers in the
comprehension of oral English.

and diffused difficulËies

Elements of phonemics caused general

while specific problems were related to

prepositions, adjectÍves of degree, infinitives,
expressions. Problems with

homon¡rms

clauses and idiomaËic

and synonyrns rrere considered

peculiar to the English language and not caused by linguistic

differ-

ences.

The results of the distribuËion of responses by percentíles

indicated that one hundred eleven students r¿ere below the fiftieth
centile while eighty-one \{ere below the thirty-fifth

percentile.

(I952) had indicated that studenËs below the thirty-fifth
would gaín little

perBrown

percentile

from informal classroom discussion or formal lecture.

The distribution

below the thirty-fifth

by percentages indicated that 51 per cent fe11

percentile.

Breaking ít down by Metis and White

indicated that nine l^lhite students fel1 into this category while seventyone Metis students did.

The standard scores indicated a median score of ninety-eight for

hihite and ninety-three for luletis.
The results of a percentage tabulation of program choices by

l^Ihite and Metis students indicated that in grade ten 50 per cent of the
White and "5 per cent of the Metis students rvere in the academically

9l
demanding

University Entrance course. The General Course was elected

by 22"7 per cenË of the l^Ihite anð 42.8 per cent of the lvletis; f3.6 per
cent I^Ihite as compared with 10.4 per cent Metis elected a Business
Education course. The least demanding course, the 0ccupational Entrance,
was chosen by 4.5 per cent of the Whites and 28.5 per cent of the Metis

"

The drop-out rate was 9 per cent and 8.5 per cent for White and Metis
respec

tively

.

A considerable number of students changed programs upon entering
grade eleven. Tn this year it was found that 30 per cent of the i^ihite
and 9.3 per cent of the Metis were in the University Entrance Course.

In the General Course it was 5 per cent and 25 per cent respectively
for l^Ihite and Metis. 5 per cent White and 10.4 per cent Metis were in
the Business Education while 13.5 per cent of the Metis were in the
Occupational Entrance Course. No White students remained in this least
academically demanding course. 60 per cent of the l^lhites dropped out

of school while 40.6 per cent of the Metis 1eft.

Tn terms of numbers,

however, this represented fourteen I¡Ihites and forty-nine Metis students.
The figures indicated that tr^Ihile sËudents tend to choose the most demand-

íng academic program and if unable Ëo achieve success they drop ouË of
school raËher than move to a lesser academic program. The figures could

also be used to show a preference of tr^Ihite students Èo avoid classes
where Metis students predominate.
The drop-out rate rvas so great, and the movement of students to

other courses so common, that only gross comparisons could be made in
determining relationship between program choice and ability

to

comprehend
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oral English
Brown (L952) found that students above the fiftieth

percentile

on the Brown-Carlsen Listening Comprehension Test r^/ere capable of
succeeding in a college preparatory high school course"

At Frontier Collegiate 43.4 per cent of the trrlhite students
above the fiftieth

rvere

percentile but 72.7 per cent entered a college prep-

aratory program. In February of their grade eleven year only 35 per
cent of this group r¡rere stil1 in a college preparatory program.
Of the Metis students 14.8 per cent \^rere above the fiftieth
percentÍle in their ability

to comprehend oral English but 52.3 per cent

entered a college preparatory program. In February of their grade eleven

year only 34.3 per cent \,rere still
It is significant,

in a college preparatory program.

however, that Ëhe General Course is only

partía11y acceptable as a college preparatory program in Manitoba. Only
5 per cent of the White students were registered in the General

Course

in grade eleven while 25 per cent of the Metis students \.{ere.
The findings of Brown (1952) for the resulËs of the Brown-Carlsen

Listening Comprehension Test as a predictor of success in a college
preparatory course are valid in terms of the University Entrance

Course

but not ín terms of the General Course.

ITT.

ÏNTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS

The Metis child is torn betrveen ttvo cultures.

He is neither

Indian nor White. His ties, however, tend to be either with a White or
an Indian cu1Ëure although he may not be completely accepted by eiËher.
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The group in this study are more closely aligned to Indian culture.

As such, they have suffered the same educational índignities

inflicted

upon the Indians.

They have been inflicted

as

with an educa-

Ëiona1 system rvhich insists upon educating them in a foreign language

while using that language to disparage the Indian culture.
ing process has been used to inculcate the values of the

The school-

domínant.

socieËy which are often at complete variance with Indian cu1Ëure.
The child enters school at age six with a wealth of experiences
and well-developed language ski1ls.

The school rejects his experiences

as being of 1itt1e value and proceeds to buitd up a nev/ set of experiences which will make him'tfit"

a standard tr^Ihite oriented curriculum.

It begins to teach him t.o read in a language of ¡¿hich he has practically
no knowledge. The programs used are those developed for children
mother tongue is English.

The school believes that he will

whose

learn to

speak and understand oral English concomitant with learning to read

English. The result is that many of the students are very poor readers
of English and, as this study shows, the majority of Metis students
enter grade nine in Frontier Collegiate have limited ability

to

who

compre-

hend oral English.

A gross relationship exists bet\,reen the ability

to

comprehend

oral English and the choosing of a college preparatory program.

Those

students who have poor ability

more

in comprehending oral English are

1ikely to leave school before graduation.
Inasmuch as teachers in FronËíer Collegiate are Euro-Canadian

and products of a highly verbal Canadian school system, one can apprecíate
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the quandary in lvhich they find themselves. Great stress is put

on

verbal fluency Ín social interaction, class discussions and the transmitting of information by lecture.

In all of these areas the Metis

student is at a disadvantage because of an inadequate English language
base. His English tends to be lower class English. His conceptual
understanding of gender, infinitives,

tends to be of a very 1ow level.

prepositional phrases, and clauses

Daily he must face a barrage of middle

class English spoken at a rate which appears to him to be excessively
rapid, and because of his low conceptual knowledge of English is,

more

often than not, just words withouL meaning when assembled inLo complex
sentences.
AlLhough it was beyond the scope of this study, one must be aware

of the unconscious attitudes teachers and the general public transmit
concerning disdain for things Indian.

Students often become ashamed of

their Indianness and become increasíngly reticent.
either a passive or actíve hostility

Others develop

towards the teachers whom they

see

as an aggressively anti-Tndian represenËaËive of the dominant society.
Nevertheless, the Metis student must, in order to survíve,

into the dominant trrlhite society.

move

To be able to enter thaË society

on

equal terms with his White compatriots he must become a person fluent
in all aspects of English.
IV.

RECOMI"ffiNDATIONS FOR THE EDUCATTON OF GRADE NTNE

STUDEMS

IN

FRONTIER COLLEGIATE

Since mosË of the problems which interfere with the academic

9s

progress of Metís students, as revealed in this study, have a basis in
language, it is important that those concerned ¡vith their education
understand the principles of language development. rn general terms
Ëeachers in Frontier Collegiate must have a knowledge of basic elements

comprising Algonkian language with specific knowledge of the structures

of the Cree and Saulteaux languages. In addition to these general

and

specific knowledges, the teachers must develop some expertise in sentence
patterning and language concept development which will a11ow them Ëo
remediate problems of grade nine students as they are discovered.

It is

recommended

that the staff ín Frontier Collegíate adapt

Ëhe Brown-Carlsen LisËening Comprehension

Test, wíth modifications

as

experience will dictate, and administer it to students at the grade eight

leve1 prior to their enËering Frontier Collegiate.

TesË

results should

be analyzed individually and those studenËs having a score placing
belorv the fiftieth

them

percentile should be grouped in the September classes

and an exËensive effort should be made to upgrade the oral language skills

of these students. No greaÉ effort should be made to increase the reading
skills until a more adequate 1eve1 of oral English has developed. There
is no reason Ëo suppose the students are deficient ín any readíng skills
which do noË have as a root cause inability

to comprehend and express

Ëhemselves in oral Englísh. All subject areas should be oriented towards

the development of spoken and oral English skills and, in this important
grade nine year, Lhe content of subject areas should be of secondary
concern except as it is used as the medium for English language instruc-

tion.
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Teacher lecturing must be subservient to student talking

and

situations which rvill encourage oral interchange must be carefully
planned. For these students, and possibly for a nr:mber above the
fiftíeth

percentile, the teaching of standard English courses in

composition and literary

grammar,

studies must be anathema. Persistence of such

programs simply refute t.he basic educational principle of moving from
Ëhe known

to the

unknown.

Teachers on staff must develop an expertise in teaching English

as a second language generally and specifically

in the skills of contrastive analysis.

become knor¿ledgeable

This implies a knor¿ledge of the

basic structures of Algonkian languages and English.
Long range solutíons of student language problems in Frontier

School Divisi,on lf4\ will

be found by more comprehensive and enlightened

language programs in the elementary school. InsLruction, first

in the

native language with a gradual shifË to English in the fourËh or fifLh
school year, seems to offer the greatest hope of improvement. Miraculous
changes wíll

not occur, however, as Ëhe language of many of the remote

communities is an Algonkian language. English r¿ill always be alien and

the degree of mastery of English will always be less than for those
native tongue it is.
will be the first

whose

For many students, entrance to Frontier Collegiate

year of almost total irmnersion in English--English

papers, television, stores, movies, etc.
and especially the first

ne\.vs-

The years in Frontier Collegiate

year, must be highly productive in the development

of English language skills.

With such development many of the frustra-

tions no\r experienced by the students will be modified; success in both
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academic and social areas will

be greater; and hopefully the retention

rate of the student body rvill rise.
V.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The limitations

of this study require that further research

should seek to substantiate the findíngs concerning the language defí-

ciencies of Metis students in Frontíer Collegiate.

Research in this area

should be an ongoíng concern of the teachers in Frontier CollegiaËe

as

well as in the elementary schools. Such research should be coordinated
at the division administrative 1eve1. Concomitant with such research
the knovrledge of language of all teachers in the previously noted areas
should be upgraded. In-service training, nelvsletters, professional pub-

lications, sample lesson plans, methods of analysis, and language remediation techniques should be supplied by the division adminisËratÍon as
stimulus for such a development. A comprehensive effort to
oral language difficulties

overcome

at all grades is necessary if the final product

is to be capable of moving ínto Ëhe dominant society and competing

on

equal terms with it.
A series of longitudinal studies, with a suffíciently

large sample

of students in Frontier School Division lf4\, should be undertaken to
learn more of the unique problems of language development of Metis children and how these are related to cultural facËors and the self concept of
the students.
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BROI,IN- CARLSEN LT STENING

PART A.

A

COMPRNHENSION TEST

IMMEDIATE RECALL

rrParË

mentally and

A ís ca11ed Immediate Reca1l. All work must be done
ans\,,/ers recorded

on the separate ans\,/er sheet. Listen

carefully while I read the sample question.rr IExaminer reads numbers
at a rate of one per second in a clear, strong voice.] ttln the series

of

numbers

4 - 5 - 3 - 2 - I, the first

"Yes, the first

number is 4.

number is

.tt llauseJ

Therefore, in the sample on your

sheeË, the answer space under the 4 has been filled

choice is none of those given, you should fill

in.

ansr\7er

If the correct

ín the ans!¡er space

under N. Are there any questions.'r lAnswer any questions at this time.]
I'The others are to be done in Ëhe same manner. Be sure your marks are
heavy and black.

Erase completely any anslrer you wish Ëo change.

Listen carefully and try to remember what I way. I shal1 read

each

question only once.r' IBe sure to read the number of each quesËion.
Pause for approximately 5 seconds after each question. Estimate 5 seconds

by counting sílently 1001, 7002, 1003, 1004, f005.1

rr1. In the series of
2. In the series of
numbers, the

numbers

of

Tn the series

4.

In the series of

5.

In the series of

4

| - 6, the second number is _?

- L-

4

5 - B, a series containing five

numbers 2

fourth

3.

5- B-

number is

7-

B

5

9

7,

numbers 6

-

9

4

4

()

numbers B

- I

9

5

3,

numbers

the fourth number is

- 2, the fifth

number

the third number is

?

is
-?
?

r04

6. Intheseries

ofnumbers 1- 9 -5 -7 - 3 -5,

aseries contain-

ing only odd numbers, the next to the last number is
7

?

. In the list of rvords by - of - in - at - on, the word beginning
with 'a' ís

?

8. In the list of words at - by - to - of - ir, a list
words, the second word is

containing five

?

9. In the list of r¡ords of - to - at - on - by, the third word is _?
10. In the list of words by - at - of - to - ir, the fourËh word is
11. rn the list of words on - an - in - of - at - to, the fifth
'ls

?

røord

!

12. rn the statement, 'send three box tops with your
and 20 cents

to

Box 24, Denver

gift offerrt the

number

name and address

18, colorado, to receive the special

of cents to be enclosed is

13. In the statemenË just read, the box number \^/as

?

?

14" Listen to this explanation: 'Af ter inserting two small set

scre\^zs

in holes marked A in the angle brackets marked D on the enclosed
diagram, make three complete turns of each scre\.{; then place the

brackets on the wall ín the desired position and fasten them into
place with the screr^/s marked C on the diagram.' The number of Ëurns

of each set screrr you were directed to make was
15. The number of set screr./s mentioned was
16. Listen to these directions:

't

?

'Eight of you should walk 4 blocks

up

this street, turn to your left and continue 2 blocks to Oak Street,
then angle off on Oak for one more block to the corner house at
203 Oak.r The number of persons directed to make Ëhe trip was

?
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The total number of blocks to the corner house on Oak Street

L7.

1S

"That is the end of Part 4""

PART

B. FOLLOWTNG DIRECTIONS
rrfn Part B you are to follow oral directions.

In the upper left

corner of your answer sheet is a group of numbers and letters to which
you will

need to refer."

lpoint to proper place.J nThe even numbers

and the vowels have been underlined; the numbers 3 and 6 have been

circled.

Now

look at the sample. Referring to the row of numbers

above

the ansr¿er sPaces for this part, subtract the smallesL number from the
largest number.t' lPause] "The correcL ans\,rer is 7; so on your
sheet Ëhe answer space under the 7 has been filled
choice is none of those given, you should fill

in"

ans\^/er

Tf the correct

in the ans!,/er space under N."

"411 the questions in this part will be ansrrrered in the same manner.
You are not to do any figuring on the ans\,{er sheet; all work must be done

menta11y. Listen carefully; I shall read each question only once.'r
IExaminer reads each question in a clear, strong voice at moderate speed.
Be sure to read the number of each question.

Pause for about 5 seconds

after each question.]
1B

The number above Lhe second vowel is

L9

Multiply the next to the smallest number by the smallest number and
add the smallest number to it.

20.

The number two

less than

Ëhe

The ansrver is

third underlined

?

number ís

r06

21. Subtract the smallest number from one half of the largest number.
The answer is

?

22, Subtract the next to the smallest number from the largest number.
The number that is four less than that is

23. To the sum of the first

?

two underlined numbers add the number above

the fírst underlined letter.

Two less than that sum is

?

24. Subtract the smallest even number from the largesL number and take
half the difference.

The answer is

?

" The number one greater than the smallest number encircled is
26. Add the two numbers above the two vowels. The letter directly
25

below that number is

27. Subtract

?

?

Ëhree from the largest number. The next larger number is

28. Subtract the next to the smallest odd number from the next to the
largest even number. The number one less than that is

?

29. Subtract the smallest number from the next to the largest number.
One less than half the difference is

?

30. Subtract the third smallest number from the thírd largest
and add the smallest number to the difference.

31. Add the number above the first

number

The answer is

?

vowel to the number above the first

consonant; then add the .rumber above the second consonant to that

sum.

T\¿o

less than the resulting sum is

?

32, The number one less than the number directly above the second underlined leËter is
33. The number

tr^/o

word answer

is

?

greater than the number above the first
?

letter of the

t07

34. Add the first

underlined number to the second encircled number.

The letter directly below one less than that sum is

?.

35. Add the number above the letter immediately preceding the

second

vowel to the next to the smallest number. From this sum subtract

the number above the letter following the first

vowe1. One less

than the result is
36.

Subtract the number abo-.¡e the f irst vowel from the number above
the second consonant. The number one less than that number is

37"

Subtract the number above the fourth consonant from the next to

Lhe

largest number. Twice Lhat amount is
"That is the end of Part

PART

C.

B.rt

RECOGNIZING TRANSITIONS

"A good listener has to note words and phrases that indicate the
speaker's plan. An introductory sentence seLs the stage for a discussion;

a transitional sentence marks a change of thought or a new point; and
concluding senËence adds a note of finalíEy to what has been said.
you think a sentence is introductory, fill

if you thínk it is transitional,

If

in the answer space under I;

fí11 in the answer space under T; if you

think it is a concluding sentence, fill
if it is none of these, fill

a

in the answer space under C;

and

in the answer space under N."

"Find the proper column for this part on your ansrver sheet. In the
sample the sentence is: tIt is indeed a pleasure to address you on this
occasion.r This is an introductory sentence; so on your ansr,/er sheet the
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ans\"zer space under

I has been fi1led in.

Listen carefully.

I

sha11

read each sentence only once.rt IPause for approximately 5 seconds

after each statement.]
38. And so for those living in the past as well as those facing the
future, Ëhis discovery seems to have been of the utmost importance.
39. Our subject is 'The Desirability of Foreign Travel as an Aíd to
the Creating of
40

One I,Iorld.r

There are four kinds of thinkíng that should be of interest for

us

to discuss.
l+1

A somewhat similar treatment is taking the murderous sting out of
whooping cough.

42. Also, other features of this program are encouraging.
43. Tn víew of these disastrous íncidents, it seems high time for shipbuilders to build ships that do not and cannot burn.
44. The younger graduate students often are serious about their work.
45. An interchange of students is made possible by the Smith-Mundt Act.rr
ItNow we

PART

D.

will go on to Part,

D.rl

RECOGNTZING I^IORD }ßANINGS

trln Part D, RecognÍzing

l^Iord

Meaningsr you are to decide which of

the correct dictionary definitions is the meaning intended in the sentences I sha1l read.r'
rThe soldiers pitched their
'rI-ook at the sample. In the sentence,

tentsr' which meaning besË defines the word pitched?tt Itausel

'tYou can
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tell from that sentence that 'set upt is the meaning intended. since
set up is choice '^',

the answer space under 'at has been filred

in

on

the answer sheet.rt
"Listen carefully as T read each sentence; then mark your choice
for the intended meaning. r sha11 read each sentence only once.rr
IPause for approximately 5 seconds after each sentence.]

46" i^Ihat does turn mean in the senËence, tOne good turn deserves another'?
47. I^Ihat does turn mean in the senLence, 'She knew how to express every
turn of emotiont

?

48. Inlhat does close mean in the sentence, tYou are undoubtedly a close
observer of details'?

49" llhat does close mean ín the sentence, 'The other room is too close
for comfort; suppose r¡ze meet in heret?
50. I^Ihat does dull mean in the serÌtence, 'Because

Tom Sawyer

didntt get

along very well in school, people thought he was dull'?

51.

I,rÌhat does

dull mean in the sentence, 'He gave a 1ong, dull account

of hís doingsr?
52. i^Ihat does

game mean

in the sent.ence, tA tiger is a dangerous game

game mean

in the sentence, 'Make-believe is a children's

to huntr?
53. I,'ihat does
game?'

54.

tr^ihat

does Ërue mean in the sentence, tSeveral true copies of the

original were foundr?
55. I¡Ihat does true mean in the sentence, tTrue piety ís as cheerful
the dayr ?

as
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trThat is the end of Part D. Do not turn your ans\..rer sheet over

until you are told to do so.rr
E.

PART

LECTURE CO}.PREHENSION

'rIn this part I shall read you a fairly

lengthy selection entitled

Increasing Your Vocabulary. Listen carefully as I read because, after

I have finished, you will be required to ansr¡rer questions about the
selecËion. Do not take notes on what I read. Just listen carefu11y."
lExaminer reads Ëhe following selection in a clear, sËrong voice at
normal speed.]

Increasing Your Vocabularv
A good vocabulary is important for several reasons. First, words

win arguments--they persuade, they convince.
Once

Líncoln, having failed to make a stubborn opponent see the

error of his reasoning, said, ttlnle1l, letrs see.

How many

legs has

a

cow?t'

trFour, of coursertt came the ready ans\.{er.

t'Thatts rightrrtsaid

Lincoln.

a Ieg, how many legs would the cow
trInIhY: f

ItNow

trNotrv

suppose we call the cowrs tail

have?'r

ive, of cours e . tt

that's where yout re rdrongrrr said Lincoln.

"Simply calling

a

cow's tail a 1eg doesntt make it a leg.tt
Second, you need a good vocabulary to make clear, concise explana-

tions.

Sometimes one

word, provided ít is the right one, explains
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everything. For example, once when Paderervski played before

Queen

Victoria, the sovereígn exclaimed with enthusiasm, I'Mr. Paderewski,
you are a geníus.rr

"Ah, your Majestyr" he replied, "perhaps; but before f was

a

geniuslwasadrudge."
are important for a third reason--to illuminate experience"

trrlords

Max Eastman,

writing about how to enjoy poetry, says that most Americans,

confronted with a poem, mistake it for a conondrum. They think their

part is to dodge the simple impact of the words, and sneak behind

them

in search of a moral, or a piece of extra-subtle information.
Poetry is using words, not to record or convey information, but
to cherish or illuminate experience. If the poet can communicate to
you the refined essential quality of any genuine moment of his 1ife, or
any imagined life,

that is enough. Don't ask for more. If you get

something more, it is so much velvet.

But if you are anxiously on the

watch for it, you will miss the whole thing.
Easfman then goes on to mention a poem of his ca11ed "Egretsril

which attempËs to give something more. He says: 'rI once had a friend

in Texas who loved to paddle around marshy islands taking wonderful
pictures of these slender, broad-winged, snow-white birds.
while

r1¡e

Ì^rere

One day

looking at his pictures, my friendrs ta11, slim daughter,

the most beautíful thing T saw in Texas, sat silently

on the arm of her

father's chair, attentive yet remote. In my feelings, her beauty

merged

in some subtle rvay with that of the birds and furnished the inspiration
for my poem, rEgretsr'which describes her as being'kin to their sli¡n

TI2

hauteurrr as being 'gentle and yet fat

away as

wings upon wild water.,rr

IReading time to this point approximately 3 minutes.]

Fina11y, words make the difference between boring or interesting
someone. You may have fascinating things to tel1, but you need the

right

r,Tords

if you \.rant to make them truly interesting.

Notice how the

right words make this an interesting story.
The country is rndia.

At a dinner party the talk had turned to

poise and self-conLro1, and the old dispute: I^Ihich

1ras more

reliable

in a crisis, man or woman? The males present, army officers and civÍl
servants, agreed that

women

\¡/ere the masterpieces of creation; their

one defect was that they vTent into hysterics in a crisis.

That

was

when you needed them.

All the ladies pracidly concurred, except the hostess. At the
height of the discussion she called a natíve boy. rrAli: Kíndly fetch
a bowl of milk at once and put it on the floor.il
hlith a terrified

roll of his eyes the boy ran to obey, placing

a jade bowl on the flagstone, close to the mistress of the house. Then
he stood back, holding a looped whip in his hand, as from under the
whíte napery of the tab1e, there slithered a long bloated thing, yellowish-brown with black and whi te

marks. The cobra approached the milk

and the native boy fel1 on it and ki11ed it.

"we1lrtr puffed a red-faced co1onel, rhow on earth did you

know

that snake rvas under the table?"
ttlt was coiledrtt replied the hostess, ilaround my ankle.rr
Now

letts see how we may increase our vocabulary. In other

\.^rords,
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since vocabulary is so all-importanL, how can we build one that will
convince, explain, or Ínterest others more effectively?

In the first

place, ruhat about the G.I. way of building

a

foreign-language vocabulary?' Wouldn' Ë that work equally well with
strange English words?
Take Fernandez, a shy Mexican from one of the big sheep ranches

of the Southwest.

I^Ihen

the Army picked him up at 18 and started him

on basic training, he was desperately hornesíck. He couldn't write

home. And when anyone sent hÍm a letter,

he couldn?t read ít.

At Fort Riley they put him in the special Training Troop with
other representatives of our natíonrs 410001000 illiterates.

After

eight weeks he was able to sign the payroll and was crazy with happÍness.
At the end of thirteen weeks he was following Lhe ne¡¡zs and wríting
letters

home.

Such rrgo-devilrr teaching is common in the Army and Navy.

Think of the two or four years usually spent in studying French

or Spanish. In the Army they teach you the bread-and-butter essentials
of a language in eight to twelve hours. lReading time to Ëhis poinË
approximately 6 minutes.]
Suppose

first

our schools take up the Army-Navy technique. your11

find the class around a phonograph, learning as a child learns

his own language--by listening to and imitating a native speaker. After
15 to 20 minutes' rvork with records, the Ëeacher fires simple questions

at the students. All questions, all ansÌvers, even from the first
are in the foreign tongue.

lesson,

IL4

This language technique emphasizes the importance of using the
words added to your vocabulary.

Then, there ís the dictionary-study way. The dictionary

has

had a fascinating history in. this country, from the time Noah I.^/ebster

first

got interested in preparing one.
At the end of his first

year's work, trrlebster estimated that his

dictÍonary would require the incessant labor of 5 years more. rt
required 18, and it was in 1B2B that his American Dictíonary of the
English Language was published. Tt contained 70r000 entries.
But $20 rùas a high price, and many of the 5500 original sets
\,üere sti1l unsold Ín L840, when Noah brought out a revised editÍon at
$15. This went badly, too. After tr{ebsterrs death, the Merriams, small
job printers, obtained his copyrights and began a ne\^/ revision of the
dictionary.
Tts publícation in 1847--one volume, $6--was an irnrnediate success.
Slightly more than a hundred years later, the big Inlebsterrs New International Dictionary, second Edition, appeared. rts editor-in-chief,
Neílson,

\,vas

assisted by 207 special editors, expert in such diverse

fields as astrophysics, locksmithing, and archery.
Now how

should this invaluable reference book be used as

a

vocabulary-building aíd?. trrlelr, l{e can learn a few things from uncle
George, who was as fond of rvords as an entomologist is of ants.

first

thing he did when he came to pass the winter with us

\^ras

the big dictionary brought into the dining room. Hardly a meal

The

to

have

was

finished without some of us children jumping up to consult that dictionary.
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LIe found we could have as much

fun rvith it as with any

One morning Uncle George asked

game

we played

if we knew rvhat exiguous meant.

"l^Iell, I sort of half knowr" I said.
ttTf you don't know exactlyr" Uncle George replied,
"you canrt
use it properly. rtrs like recognízing a man by his clothes. you can
identify him, but you donrt know much about his character.rr
After Ird consulted the big dictionary, Uncle George said,

"No\^7,

repeat the word aloud three times.'r IReading time to this point
approximately 9 minutes.]

lle ins is ted

tha

t

least three times a day.
richer.

When rve

we

must use each new word in a sentence at
Somehow

the

nerv

words made us feel mentally

talked we had a feeling of confidence, the way you

do

when you have money.

Uncle George would also show us r¿hat interesting stories the

dictionary contained. He had us look up the word nice and read the
dictionary story of a word that insisted on being a compliment instead
of an insult.
"Give me three words derived from the names of citíesril he used

to say in another of his dictionary word-games. And so it i¿ent. Thatrs
how Uncle George showed
Suppose we use

us the fun of using a dictionary.

a concise statement by Funk to sunmarize this

approach. He says, when you read or hear an unfamiliar word, make
note of it and look it up later in the dictionary.
will be useful to you, write it
simple definition.

dorvn

a

rf you think it

l'¡ith its pronunciation and its

Then say the new word out loud several times and
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use it as soon as possible in your conversation or in a letter.

sure to revÍew your list from time to time, for

new words

Be

slip easily

from the mind.
Then there is the synonym-study way. A study of synon¡nns is one

of the surest r¡Iays of enriching your vocabulary. But very few words are
exactly a1ike. For instance, hate, loathe, despise, abhor, detest,
abominate are s)rnon)¡ms, but each shows a slightly

different facet of

central idea. I¡latch the car cards, the bill-boards,

one

the advertisements

in magazines and newspapers. pick out the striking words and see
many synonyms you can

and

how

think of for each of them.

And donrt overlook the derivation or word-history approach.

5s¿¡shíng out the history of a word often helps clarify

meaning"

trrlhen

and fíx its

we f ind, for instance, that crestfallen refers to the

dropping coxcomb of a rooster that has been beaten in a fight, and that
sediment real1y signifies sornething that t'sits. on the bottom, these
words become more vivid.

word histories are both fascinating

and

helpful.
The word-a-day p1an, the last of Ëhe five methods to be recommended, stresses regularity and orderliness.

You may loaf along at

one-a-day rate or step along at a five-a-day speed, depending on

ambitious you feel.

It has been proved again and again that if

a

how

you

will regularly add new words to your vocabulary, and use them accurately
and aptly in your conversation, you will

increase your self-confidence,

and gain wider social acceptance and greater influence in your communíty.

IReading time to this polnt approximately 12 minutes.]

t17
So much

for the separate methods. Whichever method or combin-

ation of methods you decide to use, remember that the importanL thing
is to tailor it to your own needs. A method that suits
may

some people

not suit you, although you can probably modify it to do so.
ItThat is the end of the lecture.

Now

turn over your

ans\,{er

sheet. Look at the sample. The question is, 'I^Ihat is the title

of the

lecture?' Decide which of the five choices given is correct.rt lPause]
ttchoice tc' Increasing Your Vocabulary, is the correct tit1e. Therefore,
the answer space undertct has been fílled

in on the answer sheet.rt

"Are Ëhere any questions? Listen carefully;

T sha11 read

each

quesËion only once.tr lPause for approximately 5 seconds after each

question from 56 to 68, and 10 seconds after each of the remaining
ques

tions

.]

56. What animal was mentioned in the Lincoln story?
57. Before
58.

In/ho

whom

did Paderewski play?

r¿rote the poem, rEgretsr

?

59. l^lhere did the poetrs picture-takíng fríend live?
60. Inlhat was poetry said to be an attempt to
6l . I^Ihat are

$/omen

do?

said to do in a crisis?

62. In the Army program the basic essentials of a language were taught
in B to 12
63

what?

. Fernandez was spoken of as one of how many of our nationrs
illiterates.

64, For how much did Websterrs original dictionary sell?
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65.

In/ho

rvas the editor-in-chief

of i,'/ebster's

New

Internatíona1

Dictionary, Second Edition?
66. hihat word did Uncle George have the children look
67

the helpfulness of word histories, mention was made

. To illustrate

of the derívation of what
68.

How many

up?

word?

major vocabulary-building methods

i.^rere

mentioned specif ic-

alLY?
69

.

70.

tr^Jhat

was the

I^Ihich

central idea of the lecture?

of the parts of the lecture was least directly related to

the central idea?
71. The Lincoln story was used in this lecture to show the importance
of a good vocabulary in _
72.

tr^lhich specif

what?

ic vocabulary-building method

r^ras

not given a separate

place Ín the organization of the lecture?
73. From the Paderewski story what would one infer that he thought?
74. That part of the lecture about Army-Navy language teaching suggests
that vocabulary building is largely a matter of

v¡hat?

75. Paderervski would probably consider desirable vocabulary growth
as

what?

76" The discussion of word hisEories implies that we remember best
those things which are most

I'That is the end of the test.rt

rvhat?

Ift tne ans\^rer sheets are to

be

machine scored, say: ttGo over your ans\^/er sheets carefully, making sure

that each mark is heavy and black. Erase any stray marks not intended
for correct answers."]

